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Author Harlan Cohen talks about
'1he Naked Roommate" and 107
other issuesyou might run into in
college in his latest book. 68.

The Murray State ThorouQhbreds head
to Eastern Illinois for a double header
on Saturday. followed by a series
finale on Sunday. The oames will be
the next in Ohio Valley Conference
play for the 8reds', 18.

Check out the In Review
feature on Guerilla Poetry
night at the Big Apple cat~
at thenews.org. The event
benefits a great cause.
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Hitting the trail
Mongiardo's campaign stops in Murray
Ashley Edwards
Editor-in-Chief

Aperson dressed in
a gorilla suit always
results in a call to
Murray State Police.

OPINION. 5A

Face Off
Student Government
Association Is big on
campus, but are
they relevant?

FEATURES. 78

Misty Hays/The News

ll Gov. Dan MOOQiardo stops at Murray State on Saturday durlno his campaiCJn for a 2010 Senate

Day in the life oL I seat to discuss his plans for lmprovlno health careIn the Commonwealth, amonq other thlnQS.

Sociolooy maior
Pam Bell who said
she chose the field
for Its endless
opportunities.
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WHAT'S INSIDE:

On Saturday Lt. Gov. Dan Mongiardo
stopped in Murray, Benton and Paducah,
Ky., while on the campaign trail for a 2010
U.S. Senate seat.
"1 got involved in politics because of
my passion to fix health care," Mongiardo
said.
Mongiardo said his drive for politics
stems from personal experience after he
lost a brother due to poor health care in
Kentucky. He said his original goal was to
fix the hospital his brother died in before
realizing he needed to put himself in a
position where he was able to make the
changes he sought.
"I've realized now that we can't fix
health care in a hospital unless we fix it
on a state level," Mongiardo said. ''We
can't fix it on a state level unless we flX it
on a national level."
He said there is not a democratic physician in the Senate, and the one Republican physician in the Senate is not running
for re-election.
"We need somebody with health care
knowledge to help fix the largest industry
in this country because it's broken," Mongiardo said. "It costs too much, it covers
too few and the quality is not where it
ought to be."
Mongiardo said Kentucky can research
and develop a model of next-generation
bealtb care, IGWering the cost and
improving quality. He said such a model
could also create jobs in health care and
information technology.
"You can't have a strong economy
unless you have a strong health care system," Mongiardo said. "In order to have a
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As other students are sacrificing Facebook, chocolate
and soda for Lent, one Murray State student chose to go
the extra mile.
Kevin Colbert, junior from
Grand Rivers, Ky., decided to
get baptized this Lent. He
committed to the process
1 officially the first Lenten
Sunday.
Colbert is a member of St.
John's Episcopal Church.
Though baptism is not
required for membership to
the church, Colbert said it is
something he has wanted to
do since he started attending
about five months ago.
"It's the kind of community
that I've always wanted a
church to be," Colbert said.
"They're very kind, very
, charitable people who are
always willing to help out
and they're very active in the
community."
Colbert said be has never
sought baptism in any faith
and grew up in a family that
did not participate in church
services. He said he first gave
serious thought to the Lenten
season when a preacher at a
Methodist church he was
attending at the time
explained the meaning of the
celebration.
Colbert's first Lenten

strong economy, you have to have a
strong educational system."
Mongiardo said he's also interested in
adventure tourism and he said he wants
to make Kentucky the No. 1 outdoor
adventure destination in the world. He
said the Commonwealth's many trails,
lakes and wildlife would aid that goal.
He said adventure tourism would help
with job security because those occupa·
tions would not move to Mexico, or any
other country outside the U.S., anytime
soon.
"People don't want to just go and stay,
they want to go and do and in Kentucky
we're going to make everything that you
can imagine that you can come and do,"
be said. "We've got everything."
Mongiardo said be also intends to push
for Kentucky to lead in energy independence. He said this would help with
national security.
"We will not have a higher degree of
national security until we have a higher
degree of energy independence," Mongia·
rdo said.
Mongiardo said all these initiatives will
create more jobs across the state.
"All it takes is a little bit of leadership
and a little bit of vision, which is something we haven't bad in our United States
senators in decades," he said.
He is running for the second time
against Republican Sen. Jim Bunning who
will turn 79 years old on the day of the
election.
Mongiardo said his campaign is currently working on fundraising by working
county-to-county to create a strong sup·
port system.
Ashley Edwards can be reached at
ashleyb.edwards@muffaystate.edu.

Melissa DeYoungiThe News

Kevin Colbert. junior from Grand Rivers, Ky., committed to CJettlllCJ baptized on the first Lenten Sunday.
denial was soda, which he
said went well for him. But
his participation throughout
the years was not as successful as his first.
"One year, I tried to give
up swearing," Colbert said.
"There were a couple of
times when I would add
something. There was one
year where I decided that
whenever someone sneezed,
I would always say 'God
bless you.' That's stuck with
me and I do it all the time."
The process by which an
individual is baptized in the
Episcopal faith is called the
Catechumenate.
"It's the designated period
of learning for a person from
outside the faith who wants
to join and be baptized," Colbert said.
Though there is no specific
formu la for the process, individuals going through this
journey are encouraged to

study scripture as well as the
direct beliefs of the Episcopal
faith.
"What I've been doing is
going through, picking out
certain books of the Bible,
reading Genesis or one of the
Gospels or the Acts of the
Apostles, going through it
with a study bible and looking at it very closely to gain a
greater understanding," be
said.
ln addition to his reading
and study, Colbert meets
with Father Matt Bradley, of
St. John's, for weekly meetings.
"I really enjoy the mix of
kind of high and low church
traditions that they have,''
Colbert said. "It seemed like
a very honest, open. intellectual sort of church and I really admire that."
Be Feldhaus can be reached
at
r ebecca.feldbaus@
murraystate.edu.

University officials announced two new college heads for next year: Bert
Siebold, p rofessor of industrial and engineering technology as head of Lee
Clark College and Kenny Fister, math lecturer, as head of Hester College.
Siebold started working with Clark College prior to
the stan of the residential college system. Siebold has
participated in various activities with Clark College.
including freshman move-in days, Great Beginnings,
Advisory Council and semi-annual cookouts.
"When Steve Horwood became college head, it was
natural for me to plug in and work with him," Siebold
said. "He was a perfect fit for working with kids inside
and outside the classroom.
"I am honored to serve Clark College as college head,
Bert Siebold filling Steve Horwood's shoes,'' Siebold said. "But it's
also about working with the folks at Clark College with
Professor of
their sense of excellence and the way they work togeth-.
industrial and
er.''
engineering
Siebold said one of his main goals is helping RCC
technology,
accomplish their goals.
future head of
"Clark is already super, but there are always things to
Lee Clark College
improve," Siebold said.
Fister said he wanted the job so he could develop a
different type of relationship with the students.
"I wanted to be a college head so I can have a different interaction with students," F'lSter said. "With teaching, I only get to see them a few times a week in a class·
room atmosphere. I want to connect with them at a different level."
Currently both college heads are going through train·
ing with the previous college heads, Steve Horwood
from Clark College and Eric Umstead from Hester College, learning various traditions and rules of each rest-'
dential college.
Kenny Fister
"Dr. Umstead has been great to work with," Fister
Math lecturer,
said. "He has been very helpful in giving .s uggestions
furure head of
and is really open to making sure the transition is a
Hester College
smooth one."
.Fister said he plans to reinstate some various traditions in Hester.
" I have talked to Dr. Umstead about trying to restore a few traditions that
Hester has fallen behind in observing," Fister said. "I also want to try to get
the faculty and staff more involved while reaching out to the commuter students."
With the popularity of previous Hester college beads, Fister said he is ner:
vous about filling Umstead's shoes.
Both Siebold and Fister will officially stan their new responsibilities in
August.
Ashlee Cobb can be reached at ashlee.cobb@murraystate.edu.

News Editor: Mia Walters
Assistant News Editor: Robin Phelps
Phone: 809-4468
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Saturday

p.a Cinema lntematioaal;

"'Darwin's

Ni~tmare;"

April 3, 2009

Curris

<:enter Theater. free
•10 a.m. Men's tennis vs. Eastern
Kentucky; Purcell Tennis Courts,

,._

Sunday

•ll a.m. New Ufe Christian Bookstare Kid's Day: comer of Sm and
Main Streets: ends at 3 p.m., free
•3 p.m. Gospel Explosion; Curris
Center Dance Lo\1Ilg4; free
•1:30 p.m. Miss :MSU SCholarship
Pageant; Loven Auditorium, $3
with Racercard, adults $5, children younger than 12 free
•1:30 p.m. Cinema International,;
"Darwin's Nightmare;" Curris
Center Theater, free

Saturday

Monday

·n a.m. Journey Chureh service;

e6 p.m. Dinner at the Wesley

Curris Center l..arp Blllroom
e6 p.m. Newman House mass; Sl
Leo Catholic Ch~ch; 404 N. 12th
Sr.

Powidation, $1
•7:30 p.m. Ministry Open To All

•7.:30 p.m. Miss
MSU Scholarship
Pageant:
Lovett Auditorium,
$3
with Racercard. adults
$S, children
younger than
12 free

Bible study; 1606 Poplar St.; open
to the public
.. p.m. "Lucio" Concert; Lovett
Auditorium, free and o~n to rhe
public

File photo

Tuesday

Wednesday

•3 p.m. Women's tennis vs. Southeast
Miuoud; PureeD Tennis Courts, free
.S p.m. CAB meeting; SGA Office
Curris CenteX' first floor; o~ to pub·
lk
~ll p.m. •mtemew With a Vampire;"

•1.2:20 p.m. Homemade Luncheon:

Curri.& CeDter Theater; open to the
· pubUc, free

BCM.$1

•2:30 p.m. Women'' tennis vs. A11Stin·
Peay: Purcell Tennis Courts. free
•5 p.m. SGA meeting; Curris Center
Barkley Room; open to public
e8 p.m. Ministry Open To All Fellow•
ship: 1606 Poplar St.

Thursday

Now Playing

e'H1I p.m. 'X11 Worship; Baptist Campus Ministry, &ee
•?:30 p.a. C~ International
•Mountain Top Removal:" Curris
Center Theatre; open to the public,

free

Cinema International

•Mountain Top Removal" (USA):
Aprill7

Movies begin at 7:30 p.m. in the
Curris Center Theater. ""-dmission
is free.

,.

Coming Up
•ApriiZO: Murray Madness 4-8 p.m.; Hart
lawn
If you would like an evenr to
appear in the This Week section,
fill out a form in the Murray State
News office at 1ll Wilson Hall, fax
to 809-3175 or e-mail information to
thenews@lmurraystate.edu.
Please submit events by noon on
Wednesdays. We cannot guarantee
all items received will be pub·
lishcd.

Police Beat -~---------------

"March26
9:42 a.m. A caller from the
EXPO Center reported two
: people sitting inside a vehicle
: for two hours. An officer
: reported the people were with
the Tennessee Valley Authority.
3:31p.m. Murray State Police at
16th and Miller streets issued a
citation to Ian David DeSilva,
freshman from Fort Campbell
Ky., for passing an unloading
bus and issued a verbal warning for not wearing his seat• belt.
10:12 p.m. A caller from the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center
reported people throwing
water from a seventh floor
: window. Officers checked the
; area, but did not find anyone.

.

~ March27

:L 4:23 p.m. The residence direc\ tor at Regents College report~
ed a second floor guest room's
ventilator was making loud

noises. Central Plant was noti·
fied.
10:22 p.m. A Racer Patrol offi·
cer from the RSEC requested
an officer secure the building's
northeast doors. The building
coordinator was notified. An
officer checked tlte area and
found the door locked, but not
pushed closed.
11:31 p.m. A Racer Patrol officer
at Facilities Management
requested an officer secure a
door at the Environmental Services building. The building
coordinator was notified.

March28
1:19 a.m. An officer issued a
verbal warning, nt 16th Street
near the First Presbyterian
Church, to a driver not wear·
ing a seatbelt, driving careless·
ly and passengers moving
while the vehicle was being
driven.
6 p.m. A caller from Public
Safety located a dog running
loose down 16th Street. An offi·

ccr located the dog and took it
to the animal shelter.
10:40 p.m. The Calloway Coun·
ty Sheriffs office requested a
Murray State officer assist
with traffic control near the
Alpha Gamma Rho house due
to a vehicle accident.

March29
3:10 p.m. A caller from the
Heath Rodeo Barn reported
someone struck a vehicle during the weekend. An officer
took a report for a hit-and-run
accident.
7:59 p.m. Murray State Police
at the Residential College Circle near Elizabeth College
issued a warning to a driver for
suspicious driving. The driver
said he or she was driving slow
because he or she was waiting
for someone to come out of the
bullding.
9'.25 ~ A caller from Public
Safety reported a theft. An offi·
cer took a report for theft by

unlawful taking more than

March26

$300.

1:22 p.m. A cal.ler from Regents College
reported a person dressed as a gorilla
wlls chasing people around the parking
lot. An officer warned the person to
take off the suit.

March30
1:40 p.m. Murray State Police
at University Drive issued a
citation to Chelsea N. Pryor.
freshman from Paducah, Ky ..
for speeding.
3:26 p.m. The residenct' director at Springer College reported plumbing problems in a first
floor room. Facilities Management was notified.
9:43 p.m. A caller from Hester
College reported a stolen cell
phone. An officer took a report
for theft by unlawful taking
less than $300.

April I

March31
7:36 a.m. A caller from the
Facilities Management parking
lot reported a barking dog in a
tunnel. Animal control was
notified to assist the dog.
11:39 a.m. Murray State Police
at Blackburn Applied Science

o.t

Building notified emergency
medical services a person who
was having seizures. EMS
transported the person. An
officer took a report.
8:3S a.m. A caller from College
Courts reported n person uri·
nating in a yard. Officers were
unable to find the person. An
officer took a rcJ)(lrt.

12:18 a.m. A caller from the
Quad area reported four peo·
ple throwing cones, turning
over benches and trash cans.
Murray State Police issued two
citati<>ns for third degree crifn.
inal mischief.
4:Sl p.m. A caller from White

College reported the water in
three sixth floor rooms was not
working. Central Plant was
notified.
11:06 p.m. A caller from Elizabeth College. reported a person
being harassed. An officer took
a report.

Motorist assists • 0
Racer escorts • 0
Arrests· 0
Assistant News Editor Robin
!'helps compiles l'olice Beat
with materials provided by J'ub.
lie Safety. Not all dispatched
calls are listed.

8 p. \JVl,

FREE ADMLSSLON!

,•
•
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'Back the Book' f

to pass

Mantooth, Dunn look for other ways to help students
Ashley Edwards

uwe felt like it was something

Editor-in-Chief
House Bill 226 may haw died in legislation last w~ck, but students at
Murray State could still have the
opportunity to lower textbook costs if
a similar system is implemented at the
University.
The original version of the bill
requires professors to publicly post
textbooks' ISBN numbers prior to the
class' start date, require:; publishers to
offer packaged or bundled textbook
items as separate items and requires
public posting of textbook revisions.
University President Randy Dunn
:;aid he would consider backing a sim·
ilar system if a University group
elected to create a proposal geared
specifically to Murray State.
"It usually takes, on this kind of
work, a champion who is willing to

that would really help out the
students and that we tried to do
what we were asked as a
committee but it's definitely not
going to stop us from trying to
find a new way to help the
students."
-Kara Mantooth
Student Government Association
President
think through all of the aspects of how
this would work and figure out the
problems where something may not
work so well," Dunn said.

Student Government Association
President Kara Mantooth, senior from
Owensboro. Ky.. said SGA has discussed taking on the initiative but has
not discussed the details of such a
task at this point.
SGA campaigned in February to
encourage students to call or e-mail
their representatives, assisting in a
state-wide push for the bill.
Mantooth said the dismissal of the
bill during this legislation was a setback, but she said it is not the end of
the effort behind the bill.
"I spoke with some other student
body presidents and obviously we
were discouraged," Mantooth said.
··we felt like it was something that
would really help out the students and
that we tried to do what we were
asked as a committee but it's definite·
ly not going to stop us from trying to
find a new way to help the students."

Mantooth said the student Senate
discussed tlw issut: on Wcunesday to
detennirw wlwthcr pursuing a lucal
vcrsiun of House Bill 22CI is in the best
interest of the :;tudcnts.
"If there is enough interest. if it's
something we think will help out our
students, then we will start creating a
committee to do research on what it is
that would specifically help Murray
State," Mantooth said.
She said a student advisory oommittee, compiled uf student representatives from every Kentucky universi·
ty, is meeting Wl·dncsday to discuss
whether it will continue to pursue the
bill at the state level.
Dunn :;aid he expects the bill to
make its way back into legislation at
sume point.
"It was om• of those proposals like
you sec every ,mce in a while that just
starts to get cverybmly's interest and

gets some legs under it to makc it
pretty popular in Frankfort (Ky.) to
people who watch legislative trends,"
Dunn said.
Dunn said the fact that similar pro·
posals arc being discussed around the
country also adds to the bill's acdibility.
Dunn said with the possibility of
the bill making its way hack to Frankfort, students have to decide whether
to invest effort into getting it passed
on their local campuses or to re-think
strategy and make another run at state
legislatures in 2010.
''I think we're going to sec it come
back for discussion legislatively in
2010," Dunn said. "It had enough popular support, it just made sense to
people, that I think then·'s mt!rit in
giving it another try."
Ashley Edwards call be rc.·;~cl!ed ;Jt
ashlcy.edw.1rds@murmyst;ltc.t•du.
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Our view

Please expand your vocabul
New Japanese majoi' reveals an international consciousness, possible growth
The staff editorial is the majority opinion of
the editorial board of The Murray State News.
Considering the number of students hoping
to dive into areas like international business
or politics. Murray State should continue to
broaden the available language courses for
students.
The new Japanese major available next year
signals Murray State's growing willingness to
prepare students to enter a variety of cultures
- a positive mindset for any academic institution.
Murray State should run with this ambition
and not just sit still while the world changes
around us. Even though Murray State students can major in French. Spanish. German
and soon Japanese, the campus could still ben-

efit from an even broader selection choice of
language backgrounds.
For a campus with such strong ties to other
universities across the world, Murray State
could easily develop programs to place prepared students into the regions corresponding
to their language backgrounds.
The investment in graduates with backgrounds in an assortment of some of the
world's most valuable languages could create
a special reputation for the University. While
other schools limit instruction to only a handful of languages, an institution focused on
preparing students for a variety of regions
could highlight its educational innovation and
create a pulse on an international community
in constant motion.

As much as the University prides itself in
preparing students to leave campus with a
competitive set of skills, an increasing number of freshmen considering enrollment at
Murray State will see a small catalogue of
available language courses as more of a hurdle. Imagine the students Murray State could
draw by offering courses or even whole concentrations in languages like Russian, Mandarin or Arabic.
Some of the most successful Murray State
students find ways to prepare for specific
careers through unique combinations of
major and minor areas of study.
Murray State should grant a similar freedom for students to take their skills to specific regions of interest, creating bridges

between American and foreign markets. An
increased number of available foreign language programs at Murray State would allow
graduates to make a direct impact in the
world, not having to rely on translators or
tour guides.
If the United States' graduates expect to
compete internationally, one of the first steps
toward their success will involve breaking
America's national stereotype as Earth's perpetual tourists.
The News believes Murray State looks to
equip its graduates to go fourth into the world
and use their educations to make meaningful
contributions. Increases in available language
programs help ensure that graduates' worlds
consist of more than western Kentucky.

what do you think•••
doesSGA make ameaningful impact on campus?
"It does somewhat. but it seems more
students need to be involved with it to
make it even more effective."
Erica LaMarche • Jasper. Ind.
graduate student

I;

--

\"

"Yes, but they don't publicize what they
decide."
..

William Purkes • Cadiz, Ky.
junior
''Yeah, they do good with what they're
involved in.''
Charlie Rogers • Murray, Ky.

freshman
Courtney Crain/The News
---------~------~--

Your voice

Letters

Protect yourself from diseases in the shower

Brian Cox
Brian Cox is a

sophomore from
Louisville, Ky.

Everyone knows it is better
without protection, but honestly, it is not worth it.
The diseases that must grow
in there are sickening. Try
explaining to your parents you
got a disease because you went
in there without the right stuff
on.
I'm sure they will pay for the
medication after you explain
that one. From the people I
have discussed this with, you
want to treat these diseases
and you want to treat them fast
because the burning that
comes with them is just not
fun. With burning comes itching, and you will itch in all the
worst spots.
And these are itches you
can't scratch in public. What is
it all for? Is it worth the extra
bit of sensation that comes
when you do not use protection? Is that extra bit of pleasure worth the warts that
could come with it?
Is that little bit of extra
speed worth a rash that will
hang around for weeks? I know
how great it is to get in and out
of there faster, but what are
you sacrificing in its place?
Think about how many people

have been in and out of there
and tell me you don't need
something on.
That thing has seen more
action then a porn stars hot
tub. And no amount of bleach
will make any one of the communal showers on our fine
campus clean enough to shower in without shower shoes.
Facts are, when you shower
without shower shoes, you
lose plain and simple.
During a Biology 116 experi·
ment my freshmen year, we
took a sample of the showers
throughout Hester college, trying to determine which floor
had the most bacteria, under
the assumption that the showers on the female floors would
be cleaner. Seven samples
were taken and then incubated
so the bacteria could colonize
and grow.
In the cleanest of the bathrooms, there were still 20 to 25
different forms of bacteria and
fungi. Showering without
shower shoes most commonly
leads to athletes foot, which
can come in any of three
forms. If you are lucky, you
will get a toe web infection,
which includes an intense itch

between -your toes.
You could, however get a
moccasin-type infection. They
use the word moccasin
because this form of athletes
foot was the very reason
Native Americans started
wearing moccasins.
The moccasin form is much
worse: The infection will harden the skin on your heel until it
cracks and then makes it nearly impossible to walk without
pain.
To top that, your toenails
will harden as well and eventually fall right off your toes. But
still worse than the moccasin
infection form is the vesicular
infection.
The word vesicular tells us
when you have this infection,
the blood vessels in your feet
will actually explode. Not really, but you will form blisters all
over your feet that all risk the
chance of being popped and
then infected.
So next time you think about
showering without shower
shoes, remember your protection because in the long run, it
will be much better for you
then a couple of minutes of
extra pleasure.

Smoking bans threaten citizens' freedoms
Dear Editor,
Should anti-tobacco activists satisfy themselves with educating people about the potential danger and allowing them to
make their own decisions, or should they seize the power of
government and force people to make the "right" decision?
Supporters of local tobacco bans have made their choice.
Rather than trying to protect people from an unwanted intrusion on their health, the bans are the unwanted intrusion.
Loudly billed as measures that only affect "public places,"
they have actually targeted private places: restaurants, bars,
nightclubs, shops and offices, places whose owners arc free to
set anti-smoking rules or whose customers are free to go elsewhere if they don't like the smoke. Some local bans even harass
smokers in places where their effect on others is negligible,
such as outdoor public parks.
The decision to smoke, or to avoid "second-hand" smoke, is
a question to be answered by each individual based on his own
values and his own assessment of the risks. This is the same
kind of decision free people make regarding every aspect of
their lives: how much to spend or invest, whom to befriend or
sleep with, whether to go to college or get a job, whether to get
married or divorced and so on.
All of these decisions involve risks. Some have demonstra·
bly harmful consequences; most arc controversial and invite
disapproval from the neighbors. But the individual must be free
to make these decisions. He must be free because his life
belongs to him, not to his neighbor, and only his own judgment
can guide him through it.
Yet when it comes to smoking. this freedom is under attack.
Smokers are a numerical minority, practising a habit considered annoying and unpleasant to the majority. So the majority
has simply commandeered the power of government and used
it to dictate their behavior.
That is why these bans are far more threatening than the
prospect of inhaling a few stray whiffs of tobacco while waiting for a table at your favorite restaurant. The anti-tobacco crusaders point in exaggerated alarm at those wisps of smoke
while they unleash the unlimited intrusion of government into
our Jives.

-Thomas Laprade. Thunder Bay, Ont.
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Face Off

Does the SGA make any real difference?
NO
YES
··I

Best way to
polish aresume
is to do nothing

It is not surprising at all really;
when you just stop to talk to anyone on Murray State's campus
today about what the Student
Government Association is doing
they either laugh, roll their eyes,
or stare at you as if you asked a
totally out of place question.
Thinking about the subject for
this article, I realized I was taking
part in a truly unique thing. I have
the opportunity to entertain a
thought about our campus• student government - that elusive
campus organization which meets
in the Curris Center, duly recites
its reports, takes it meetings, and
then, calm as kittens, adjourns for
another week of sleepy nothingness.
Just what is it that the SGA does
is a mystery to most students. A
fact which the SGA considers
could not possibly be their fault.
Student Government tries to
remain relevant.
All too often, though, the SGA
totters along with little direction.
More often than not, this group of
students takt! its leadership not
from its President, but rather
from its administrative advisers.
Murray State's SGA never steps
out of line, and certainly never
takes up anything controversial,
interesting, or relevant to student's actual needs.
As with any organization on
campus, SGA's success depends
on active and interested students.
Governmental positions also
tend to attract the charismatic.
However many of its members
would hardly qualify as charismatic.
Usually. the only percolations
that emerge from the group are its
yearly election hassles; the campaign signs in the way.
During campaign season, the
teenage candidates - looking odd
outside their Greek letters - play
dress-up in their parents' suits
and ask you for your vote. If you
are particularly fortunate to stand
or even pass within earshot, you
may also be treated to the mundane speecht!s which are so filled
with empty promises that they are
forgotten before the candidate
finishes their address.
My pessimism for the organization is widely enough shared for
me to feel confident that I am not
being overly critical of it.

Quiet efforts
made to better
campus life

Aaton Butler
is a senior from
Owensboro, Ky.

For most of its members - at
least when I counted myself
among them - nothing much mattered aside from arriving, filling
seats, and listening to the recitation of the reports.
Never was there a perception
by the group that it held any real
power.
And feeling mute, the organization acted mute.
By now, atmost all of SGA's
major functions could be (and
pretty much are) handled by the
administration.
The illusion of student choice
has faded with a procession of
increasingly complacent SGA
leaders. These more recent leaders have been far more interested
in the advancement of their own
fraternal and professional interests than those of the student
body as a whole.
SGA, f01: what it is worth, is a
club reserved for the career-track
movers and shakers of tomorrow
who, in need of a polished
resume, have found a place to
read reports and sit on committees while at the same time never
needing to do all that much work.
As we prepare to move into a
bright new campaign season, we
will soon hear the usual promises
and speeches from the pretenders
to the throne all the while knowing, as we do every year, that not
a thing will be done and no one
will much care anyway.

Many students don't fully
understand the responsibilities of
the Student Government Association.
We tend to be a behind-thescenes organization. We plan
events, fix problems and represent the students and oftentimes,
no one knows it's us. There arc
four branches of SGA that all
have very different and specific
roles in improving student life.
The Residential College Association makes up one-fourth of
SGA. RCA represents the interests of all members of the residential college system, including
all Murray State students as well
as University faculty and staff.
While RCA is charged with representing all residential college
members, it primarily focuses on
representing those students who
live within the residential col·
leges.
Each residential college elects
at least one RCA representative,
who represents the college in
weekly RCA meetings where
events and other residential college issues are discussed.
The Judicial Board is the judicial body of SGA. There are 10
members responsible for appealing parking tickets. However, the
Judicial Board is also in charge of
holding hearings for any election
violations during student government elections. The !udicial

•

Board members are also a part of
any other University judicial
board hearings on campus.
The Campus Activities Board is
composed of 15 members who
plan and promote activities for
students and the community. The
chairpersons
are
students
appointed by SGA each spring.
Activities provided include
concerts, lectures, comedy and
musical acts, the Miss MSU
Pageant. Homecoming parade
and events, Family Weekend,
spontaneous events in the Curris
Center, multicultural events,
Murray Madness and more. CAB
also includes a membership committee for students interested in
being involved with activities but
not a chairperson. They are asked
to help plan and promote events
to gain experience with CAB.
Students involved in the Student Senate gain experience in
Murray State's legislative process.
Three senators from each academic college and the School of
Agriculture, two senators from
each residential college and eight
senators-at-large are elected each
April through a campus-wide
election.
Aside from passing legislation
at its weekly meetings, the Student Senate provides the campus
planner. voter registration and a
campus voice to the Board of
~egcnts.

Without. the four branches of

__/

MSU Pageant, no Homecoming
parade, no way to coordinate residential
college
activities,
nowhere to appeal parking tickets, and most importantly, there
would be absolutely no voice for
the students.
This year alone each branch
bas successfully carried out its
duties in many different ways.
The Senate, with the help of the
student body, amended the SGA
constitution, surveyed the students on their thoughts concerning tuition and extended operation hours at Waterfield Library,
along with numerous other campus improvements.
So to answer the questions; yes,
SGA does make a difference on
Murray State's campus.
For Kara's fuH commentary,
vislt tbe news.Ollf.

Runa muk

Trevin Holder
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Cramming for tests with
! Red Bull will not kill you

Kara Mantooth
is President of the Student
Government Association

SG~. tnere would be no Miss

WfF is SO.A?
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Clayton
Vertrees

I have never made
a late·night run to my
pusher to score smack
in a back alley.
Then again, that
depends
on your
views toward drinks
like Red Bull.
For the majority of
my time in college, I
thought energy drinks
tasted horrible and
considered them a

waste of money.
Energy drinks can give people dangerous amounts of energy and shake up the
human body in ways never intended.
When I heard stories about energy
drinks killing people, I completely understood why. I thought maybe people die
after consuming energy drinks because
things like Red Bull were borderline
toxic.
Later, I wondered whether some of the
uncertainty nssociated with energy
drinks comes more from rumors than
actual science. Just because somebody
consumes too much of something. or in
the wrong way, and gets sick or even dies
from it, might not necessarily mean
everybody should treat the product in
itself as a dangerous substance.
In some deadly cases involving energy
drinks, people drank enough caffeine
with alcohol that it might actually qualify
as mixing medications. People have problems with energy drinks like Red Bull
when they usc them in a way not originally intended by the manufacturer.
According to the BBC, a person died
"after drinking several cans of the energy
drink following a heavy workout\;lt the
gym." Where do the dangers of cafft'ine
end and principles of natural selection
begin?
My experience with energy drinks pro·
vidcd a completely different experience.
I coA.Hl. . . the i(oduct precisely as
1 intended: face-to-fide with an enormous
amount of material~d looming exam.
Before my late-night study session. energy drinks seemed like the obnoxious
friends to Mountain Dew and Dr. Pepper.
I considered energy drinks a staple for
people addicted to caffeine or something
that you only bought when you planned
to get dangerously intoxicated.
This mindset made my first Red Bull
run more dramatic than ever necessary.
Instead of simply driving to a gas station
to pick up something for a quick academic pick-me-up, 1 felt like some immoral
deviant cashing in decency for four skinny cans in a box. I paid for my sin, drove
back to my ap:1rtment and went back to
studying. Even if the drink itself lacked
what it really took to stay vigilant. my
plan involved staying awake for hours
simply by the act of lifting a skinny little
can every few minutes.
Around 1 or 2 a.m., I invited a friend to
witness my caffeine induced study session. My friend and I polished off the last
two Red Bulls and accomplished more in
one night than probably any other time
that semester.
Red Bull exceeded my expectations.
After my first can, I realized as long ns
1 you had the product on hand, Red Bull
' could keep you awake forever.
My experience taught me energy drinks
such as Red Bull actually have the power
to fulfill each and every single of its
advertising promises. Just like Red Dull's
Web site claims, the drink "increases performance," "improves vigilance" and
"improves the emotional status."
Red Bull dropkicked my emotional status from anxious into elation! 1 stayed up
long enough to make up for all the studying I never got around to before and made
a solid grade on a test after putting in a
large part of a semester's study hours in a
single night.
Even though Red Bull's official Web
site says the drink follows Jewish, Muslim
and vegan dietary guidelines, I still doubt
the body had ever been meant to stay up
' for hours on end because of something
sipped from a skinny metal can.
Then again, the product accomplished
just what it promised. Maybe I just had to
overcome my fear of accurate advertising.

I

Clayton Vertrees can be reached at
iamcs. vcrcrccs@murraystatc.cdu.

Write to us
The Murray State News welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor. Letters should be 300 words or less. Contributors should include phone numbers for
verification. Please include hometown, classification and title or relationship to the University. Commentaries should be limited to 600 words. The Murray State
News reserves the rioht to edit for style. lenoth and content. All contributions should be turned in Wednesday of each week via e-mail or thenews.org.
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Painful gaming
Campus group studies Guitar Hero
Jessica Perez

Guitar Hero Study Findings:

Staff writer
For anyone who has ever played the
popular game Guitar Hero. they know it
is sometimes painfully addicting. Many
are starting to believe, however, it is Literally becoming painful.
Murray State's American Society of
Safety Engineers thought ergonomic
risks could result from constantly playing the game.
The ASSE chapter recently conducted
a study to monitor the possible
ergonomic risks of garners under certain
conditions.
Jayroe Kahne, recorder for ASSE and
senior from Paducah, Ky., helped with
the study.
"This study involved researching for
possible ergonomic hazards associated
with frequent gaming, related with
motion and movement and the overuse
of the arm and wrist area," Kahne said.
The study was conducted in the JJ Kel·
lar Lab in Murray State's Occupation~!
Safety and Health Association departCourtney Crain!The New5 ment with the help of the ergonomic
assessment tool called the Rapid Upper
casey Thornton. sophomore from Bardstown. Ky., plays Guitar Hero.

Language
department
adds
Japanese
ma)or
•

I

•

I

Brittany Andrews

program along with Yoko
Hatakeyama, senior lecturer ofJapanese.
Murray State's depart·
According to Hatakeyamcnt of modern languages
rna, students who receive a
will provide another option
degree in Japanese will have
to Murray State students
opportunities to work for
with the addition of Japanorganizations, where there
ese as a major and minor
is a high demand for workthis fall.
ers fluent in Japanese and
Murray State is the first
English.
University in Kentucky to
Many of these opportunioffcr Japanese as a major.
ties are in Eastern Kentucky
where there are Japanese
Courses will include sub·
jects such as japanese cineautomobile companies.
rna, poetry. literature and
Murray
State
has
culture and civilization
exchange programs with
taught in Japanese, as well
three universities in Iapan:
as an introductory Japanese
Tenri University, Kansai
culture course taught in
Gaidai University and
English.
TQy!Ulla University.
The Department of Mod... One Of the benefits of the
ern Languages will hire an:r 1:. addition of Japanese as a
assistant professor of Japanmajor is providing students
esc who will teach in the
who participate in these

Staff writer

Thinking About
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Bye-bye RacerTouch.
Hello myGate!
Applications, course registration, degree audits,
social networking, campus updates, billing,
payments, scholarship status, and grades - all online!

• RacerTouch will be used for the last time for
Sun1mer 2009 courses
• myGate will be only way to register for
Fall 2009 courses
• Please go to http://campus.murraystate.edu/
mygate/login.htrnl for log.. in assistance

• All users tnust have user 1.0. and
password ere a ted prior to the
registration opening of April 6

·The more experienced you are. the more
likely you are to be Injured while playing.
·The left side of the body eXPeriences
higher risk of injury than the rioht side.
·Stretching before. and taking breaks
while playing can reduce risk of injury.
Limb Assessment.
According to the study, the ages of the
volunteers participating in this study
ranged from 21 to 58 with 14 males and
one female.
Also, prior to the study the partil'i·
pants were required to fill out surveys to
determine exactly how much experience
each participant had with the popular
game.
Kent Clouse, an officer for ASSE from
Calhoun, Ky., was in charge of this study
and said \\ithout the help of Tracey
Wortham, the ergonomic professor in
the OSHA department, the students
might not have completed the study.

''We thought it would be a fun
research project that everyone would
enjoy participating in and gain benefits
from the information gathered from the
study and students would actually be
willing to participatl•," Clouse said.
In this study, the volunteers were
divided into three groups ranging from
the easy to the h.ud difficulty levels.
With the help of the RULA the ASSE
team was able to monitor the player's
posture ami static muscle contraction:;
on the left and right side uf the body.
The results from this study showed
the left side of the body experiences
higher risk ns opposed to the right side.
Abo. players of this game who were
more experienced were at higher risk for
injury.
"Gaml•rs arc oftl·n unaware of the
stresses that they arc exerting in the arm
area while plaring this game," K.ahne
said.
The study recommends stretching and
taking frequent breaks while playin~ this
game tu reduce pain associated with
hands, wrists und the lower back.
Tes.o:ica Perez c;m be reached ;It
jessic:tperez@ murrnystntc.edu

Klapper's knowledge of
programs opportunities for
further study upon their
the Japanese language and
return to Murray State,
culture made him highly
Hatakeyama said.
attractive to U.S. based
David Klapper, a 2000
automotive
companies
Murray State graduate
where he held jobs prior to
returned to Murray State
returning to Murray State
post-baccal:tureatc to take
to pursue an engineering
physics
and
Japanese
advantagl' of the Japanese
major Murray State will
degree.
offer next year.
Students like Klapper
Klapper, who also has a
expressing an interest in
criminal justice dcgret•, was
Japa11esc as a major prompt·
a Japanese student during
ed Murray State to create
his undergraduate years at
the Japanese m.1jor and
Murray State.
minor.
After grnduation, Klapper
Another proplmcnt of
participated in the Japan
Japanese
education
is
Exchange and Teaching
Masayo Nakamura, who
Program sponsored by the
started teaching Jap<mcse
Japanese government. , 1
three years ugo at Murray
The program sent him to
HigJt School and two years
a junior high school in rural • ago a1 Callowny County
Japan to teach English from
High School.
2000 to 2003.
This fall, she will teach at

ROUNDAB ,~

Marshall County High
School where she hopes to
create a strong interest in
the subject among her stu·
dents who may continue
education at Murray State.
Klapper expects the
demand for Japanese speak·
crs to continue to increase,
especially in the south such
as Kentucky and Tennessee
where there are Japanese
car cum panics.
"C11mp;mie!i will be looking for people who can
speak exotic l:lnguagcs,
especially languages like
japanese and Korean,"
Klapper said. "Any Japanese
spe:~king ability or knowledge the culture is a huge
benefit,"
Brircany Andrews can bl'
rcacht.•d <~t brittany.andrcw~@
murra}'Statc.cdu.
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Safety advertised in India
Megan Locke
Staff writer
Safety at Murray State is important to Ashok
Kolla.
Kolla, Indian Student Association president
and graduate student, promoted the University's campus security in his home country of
India.
Through a 10-minute video, Kolla promoted
the University, most heavily in Hydcrabad, the
capital of his home state. The video, distributed among Indian media outlets, displayed
aspects of the University's campus security.
Kolla specifically focused on efforts to provide
safety for international students.
"Eight or nine Indian students were shot in
other places in the U.S. lac;t year and some
people were worried about studying here (in
the United States)," Kolla said, in Roundabout
Murray.
The video shown throughout India depicts
the safety precautions ami measures on campus, especially those applicable to international students. The video may soon receive
nation-wide attention in India if shown on
Ooordbershan, a television station available

"He's just pursuing (this issue) because
he's come to the conclusion that
Murray State is a good place to be."
-Mike Basile
Director of the Institute for
International Studies
throughout the country.
Mike Basile, director of the Institute for
International Studies, said the effort to provide information about the University's cam·
pus safety is just another effort among many
spearheaded by Kolla and the Indian Student
Association.
"Generally, the work of the Indian Student
Association in particular has focused on
involvement in community activities," he said.
"They have focused on (these efforts) particu·
lady within the past year. I think he's recently
been working on other Town and Gown activities."
Basile said Kolla's original interest in the
issue of campus safety sprung from the random acts of violence against other Indians in

several larger urban areas in the United States.
Kolla actively met with Public Safety and
other groups in order to organize this effort,
Basile said.
"He contacted the press in his own state (in
India)," Basile said. "He's just pursuing (this
issue) because he's come to the conclusion
that Murray State is a good place to be."
For international students already interested in the programs available from the University. Basile said information about campus
safety could only draw positively for international students.
He said he is always grateful about the inter·
est of international students in attending the
University, and efforts by Kolla and the Indian
Student Association can only help.
"Student-to-student communication is very
important," he said.
In fall 2007, 310 international students
attended the University which is 3 percent of
the student population. Thirty Indian international students attended the University in fall
2007, second to the 42 Chinese international
students enrolled.
Megan Locke an be reached at
mcganJocke@murraystlitc.edu

Obama makes .trip to United Kingdom
Associated Press
LONDON - He talked nuclear
threats with Russia's president
and gave an iPod to the queen.
And that was only the begin·
ning. It was an eventful first day
on the world stage for President
Barack Obama, launching new
arms control talks, placing China
ties on fresh footing and calming
fears about the ailing U.S. econo·
my - seemingly everywhere.
relaxed and smiling all the while.
The new U.S. president, in Lon·
don for Thursday's high-stakes
global summit on the financial
meltdown, seemed everywhere
Wednesday.
There was even a chance to
talk dinosaurs with Prime Minister Gordon Brown's young sons
- and to share two hours of quality time with Queen Elizabeth 11
-at Buckingham Palace.
Before that meeting at the
palace: diplomacy of a different
sort.
Brown, hi.; dour demeanor one
factor in his shaky political stand-

ing, said effusively that Obama
had provided "renewed hope" all
around the world. Russian President Dmitry Medvedev, whose
nation has often assailed the U.S.,
offered his own praise, albeit
more measured. His first meeting
with Obama, he said, left him "far
more optimistic" about Washington-Moscow relations.
Undeterred by a bad cold,
Obama held a whirlwind of oneon--one talks with those and other
leaders, including Chinese President Hu Jintao. He aimed not just
to lay the groundwork for Thursday's summit of the 20 largest
wealthy
and
developing
economies, but also more broadly
to initiate a new era in American
foreign relations.
His first task was a little repair
job.
British feelings were hurt by
what was perceived as a bit of a
cold shoulder from Obama
toward Brown when the British
leader visited Washington last
month.
So when Obama and Brown

appeared together before American and British reporters. Obama
went out of his way to show his
affection for both host and host
country.
"The United States and the
United Kingdom have stood
together through thick and thin,
through war and peace, through
bard times and prosperity, and
we've always emerged stronger
by standing together," Obama
said next to a beaming Brown.
Obama's talks with Medvedev
were their first in person.
Both sides sought to portray
this as a major development for a
relationship that has been severely hobbled in recent years by
ever- sharpening disputes over
the U.S.-led Iraq invasion, a Bush
administration proposal to build a
new missile defense system in
Eastern Europe, enlargement of
NATO into what Moscow consid·
ers its sphere of influence and
Russia's devastating war last year
with its neighbor and former
Soviet republic Georgia.
"We believe that the time has

come to reset our relations, as it
was said, and to open a new
page," Medvedev declared at
Obama's side.
Obama also announced he
would visit Moscow in July. The
leaders made clear they want the
broad outline of a deal by then to
give enough time for legislative
approval.
The U.S. president cast the
effort as important on its own,
calling nuclear weapons that
could find their way into terrorists' hands ''the gravest threat to
humanity."
He also said producing a tangible agreement is a "good place to
start" in setting the stage for
cooperation on thornier areas
such as Iran, North Korea and
Afghanistan.
On a lighter note, Obama gave
Queen Elizabeth n an engraved
iPod during his visit to Buckingham Palace.
The president and first lady
also gave the queen a rare book of
songs sighed by "The Ki ng and l"
by composer Richard Rodgers.

Across campus
SGA appllcatlortl clae Moaday

Gcw•-

Applicadons for Studcmt
~
don positions are a to tbe SGA 08ke 0111 the firSt

8001' o( the Curris ~at DCIIOQ Monday.
lbe appJbriQo$ .-e .._ ill' the SGA aecutlYe
board inchufingpesident. W:e presideat. ~
aDd .-caetary. AJPk• &e• for _...., are 11so
due.

Alllaaeeholds. . . . . .abow

Alllauce will laost the "Sdamlut Package Dras
ShoW" at 7 p.m. T1nttitday Ia 1M Cunia Center
Ballroom. The co.t. is P with a Racercatd aad $S
without. AttendeeJ receive a Sl dt.count it they
arrive In drag.

Alsodatlon holda toanaameDt
Murray State's ~~ fw Computiag
MacbiDery will bold Ia ACM Gamedaf • Halo 3
lad Madden '09 TOCII'DIIDIIIt at 9'30 am. on AprD
u ill the Curds~ .......

BadJ ............ per .... Let~

tiQD COltS $50 per--. IadJvfcluad tDtry Ia $15.
For
lllOftt:
iafoniUdoll
so to
acm.mu~~.

PresWet•lallecbaw:ftldledulecl
The Pretidential Lec:tate Series featuring
R1cbard NortOD s.mJtll II • 1 p.m. April 14 iD
Lovett Auditorium.
Tbe lecture. '1.iDCola ..at 200: The Measure of
All Presiderats." -will- . Oil the . .ition of the
U.S. president.
s~ is tbe ~ clinctor of.tbe Abratwn
Uncolo ~ Library and Museum in
Sptingtleld, lU.
The le<:twe is ~red by dWI ~esldent'$
Of&e qd QrJPDiled by the Student Government AModation.

Students reeeiYe ...... saney
The Natioaal Survey of Students En&a~ement
is on Murray State's campus. Tbe survey was
mailed to rand91Qly selected freshmen and
senior student&
The University has arranged fot one gift card
prize of $100 and 24 gift w;d prilet of $25 ~
among the ]H)Ol of tespO~entl., The University
asks StudeAt$ to llOt Qbly check t.belt local mallboxes for the survey, but respoad promptly to
tbe survey.
Q.uestiona ~ tbe SUrftf c:oa.tact Filgen
MusciO. coordinat« for tbe otic:e ot Institutional
Research.
by
e-mail
at
fugen. muscio@nlurraysta~edu o.- call 8093538.

Preseatatloa. venae ellaDpd
'The venue of the "Toxjc C:losit; BeUll Gat in
the Bible Belt" presentation bas been moved to
FKUlty fUll Room 208.

Correctloll
Jn the March Zlilsue of 1ft&- N'ew die overall
winner of the Alpha Step Off was incortectly
.AlfW_. 1.11 •li..it~ was t1ae overall
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POSITIONS AVAILABLE
IN THE SENATE:

!
:
r

PRESIDENT
VICE PRESIDENT
SECRETARY
TREASURER

I

THREE SENATORS FROM :
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS &
PUBLIC AFFAIRS

i
!

!t

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

j

COLLEGE OF HEALTH SCIENCES

;

& HUMAN SERVICES

:
;
!

l•

COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES
& FINE ARTS

.

COLLEGE OF SCIENCE,
ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY
TWO SENATORS FROM:
SCHOOL OF AG RICULTURE

•

•
!•

f

EIGHT SENATORS AT LARGE

l APPLICATION DEADLINE: MONDAY
!

INNOVATIVE ACTS
CONCERTS
MULTICULTURAL
AWARENESS (TWO POSITIONS)
PRODUCTION/SOUND & LIGHTS
MISS MSU PAGEANT
LECTURES
MEMBERSHIP
PUBLICITY (THREE POSITIONS)
COMMUTER/NON-TRADITIONAL
SHOWCASING
RESIDENTIAL COLLEGE
ACTIVITIES

!

8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

RACERCARD OFFICE

URRAl'STA.
UNIVERSITY

TEN POSITIONS AVAILABLE ON
JUDICIAL BOARD
POSITIONS FOR SENATE CHAIR
STANDING COMMITTEES
ELECTION/WAYS & MEANS
PUBLICATIONS & PUBLIC
RELATIONS
UNIVERSITY AFFAIRS
JUDICIAL BOARD CHAIR
STUDENT SERVICES
EVALUATION

CAB, JUDICIAL BOARD AND
ABOVE POSITIONS TO BE VOTED SENATE CHAIR POSITIONS ARE
INTERVIEWED BEFORE A
' ON BY MURRAY STATE STUDENTS
CURRENTLY ENROLLED.
SELECTION COMMITTEE.
ELECTION WILL BE HELD
APPLICATIONS FOR CAB AND
APRIL 20 AT 9 A.M. TILL
JUDICIAL BOARD AVAILABLE IN
t
APRIL 22 AT 9 A.M.
THE SGA OFFICE,
~ VOTING WILL BE ON-LINE - YOU
CURRIS CENTER, ROOM 111 .
f MUST HAVE A PIN NUMBER TO
APPLICATION DEADLINE IS
VOTE. THE VOTING MAY BE
APRIL 27 AT NOON.
SUSPENDED FROM
• APPROXIMATELY 5-9 P.M. DUE TO
t THE MAIN FRAME BEING DOWN. SPONSORED BY SGA & CAB
••
•'•

I

Wednesday and Thursday

POSITIONS AVAILABLE ON CAB

CRITERIA FOR REPLACEMENT •••
•
•
•
•
•

Must turn in current Racercard
Offer not valid for lost Racercards
Old style card design
Card damaged by wear and tear
Photo not clearly usable for
ID purposes
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Men's
tennis
takes
on
Tennessee
Tech,
3-1
in
OVC
,taft'
I

Report

!

The embattled Murray State men's tennis
team has endured numerous long and arduous
tches against the likes of Kentucky and
uisvillc early in the season, but its strong
rformancc in the second half of the season
ve it a 3-1 Ohio VaHey Conference record,
preparing it for today's match against TenJiessee Tech.
Since opening OVC play on March 12, against
Tennessee State, the Racers have posted a 4-2
cfvcrall record, with n 3·1 OVC record. The
Qacers' first loss to an OVC school this season
~arne this past weekcml against Eastern Kent1lcky University in a l-6 loss.
.
~ The Tennessee Tech Golden Eagles have an
<$vcrall record of 6·6 (2-1 OVC) going into
Tuesday :lftcrnoon's conference game against
..lust in Pcay in Clarksville, Tenn. On March 30,
the Golden Eagles faced the Jacksonville State
¢amecocks on the road in Jacksonville, Ala.,
itnd lost S-2.
During the Golden Eagles match against the
Gamecocks, Tennessee Tech's Dean O'Brien
d-ankcd No. 102) defeated first-seeded Scott
llobertson in a 6-4, 7-5 match. Tennessee
Tech's Justin Kirstein defeated fourth seeded
Gustavo Holz in a 6-4, 6-2 win and Tennessee
Tech's first seed doubles team O'Brien/Chen
darrowly defeated Jacksonville State's
~aratt/Robcrtson (ranked No, 74) in a hard
t):>ught 8-7 (7-3) match.
The only OVC team that both the Racers and
the Golden Eagles have faced this season is
~ orehead State, with both the Racers and the
olden Eagles coming away with victories.
The Golden Eagles had home-court advanU~gc wh1.•n facing Morehc~1d State on March 20
:t'nd came away with a 6-1 win, only losing one
doubles match at the No. 2 seed to Morehead's
Anderson/Bryan, and losing one singles match
at the No. 2 seed against Anderson.
The Racers also had home-court advantage
en facing the Morehead State Eagles on
arch 27 at the Purcell Tennis Courts. Murray
ate narrowly came away with a 4-3 win, in
~vera! long, multi-set matches. The Racers
f"Q"st and second seed doubles teams won the
Racers the doubles point, with the Racers No.

~

i

f:

-

Ail~on

Mugler/ Thc News

Freshman Jorge caetano defends the court In doubles play at Purcell Tennis Courts.
2-seeded team Milicevic/Domoney defeating
Morehead's Anderson/ Bryan in a hard 9-7
match.
The Racers also had several tough singles
matches against Morehead State. finally coming out on top.
Murray State sophomore Renaldo Domoney
defeated second-seeded Dusan Milovanovic 62, 6-3 and freshman Jorge Caetano defeated
fourth seeded Jason Wolfson 7-S, 6·2. At the
fifth seed, Murray State sophomore Mason
Johnson defeated Charles Hodge in a 6-3, 1-6, 6-

3 match.
Following last Friday's victory against M ort~
head State, the Racers went on to face the
Colonels of Eastern Kl•ntuckr on the Purcell
Tennis Courts and lost in a 1·6 match.
The Colonels came charging out of the gates
and it seemed there was little the Racers could
have done to stem the tide. Eastern Kentucky
started off early by taking the doubles point
with wins in both the first and second seeds.
Murray State'" first-seeded doubles team
Clos/Berardo was defeated by Eastern Ken-

tucky's Das lzquierdo/Pons Escanilla in a 9-7
match and No. 2 seed Milicevlc/Domoney
were defeated by Eastern Kentucky's Schrol•dcr/Verma in an 8-6 decision.
The Racers also fell to the Eastern Kentucky
Colonels in singles competition, losing every
seed except the No. 5 seed, where Caetano
defeated Eastern Kentucky's Pons Escanilla in a
marathon match, 1-6. 6·2, 1-0 (10·8).
The men will attempt to extend its OVC
record to 4-1 at home against Tennessee Tech
at 2:30 p.m. today on Purcell Tennis Courts.
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Equestrian fmishes with ·wm
Staff Report
While many students headed
south for some fun in the sun or
home for a bit of rest and relaxation
during Spring Break, the Murray
State Equestrian Teams went to the
U!liversity of the South in Sewanee,
Tenn., and Middle Tennessee State
University in Murfreesboro, T enn.,
for regional competition.
Members of the team compete as
a team during the regular season,
J>ut in the post-season competition,
hders
~:ompete
individually.
; To qualify for regionals, riders
must earn 35 points in their divishm
~as determined by the lntercolle·
~!ate Horse Show Association.)
roints roll over from previous
fears in all of the divisions except
the highest level, open.
Points are earned throughout the
season at horse shows. For exampte, firs t place is worth seven
oints, second is worth five points,
tc.
The Racers had l3 stock riders
ualify for this competition, includng Dawn Bachman (walk/trot),
Allie Barns (walk/trot), Madeah
Daubert (walk/trot), Keri Deubel
(intermediate), Melissa DeYoung
(:t&ralk/trot), Callie Edie (open),
Samantha Erwin (advanced), Corrie
H~mmond (intermediate). Dana
Kielar (intermediate), Kelty Niumann
(intermediate),
Megan
Swaney cnovice), Alyssa Vieth
(intermediate) and Mindy Wright
(intermediate).
These riders faced other regional
qualifiers in the hope of receiving a
first or second place ribbon and a
spot at the Western Semifinals.
AlJje Barns, Madeah Daubert,
Alyssa Vieth and Samanth3 Erwin
wkt on to the semifmnls, which
were held at Morehead State on
March 21 and 22.
., The hunt team members qualifyibg for regionals were Cristi Caruso
(i'ntermediatc flat and open over
fences), Keri Deubel (walk, trot.
canter), Katie Duggan (novice over
fences), Ashley Eggersdorfcr (open
flat and intermediate over fences),
S!imantha Erwin (open flat and
open over fences), Brcanna
Gnubatz (walk, trot, canter), Katlin
~tCuan (open flat and intlfrmediate over fences). Madison Selstad
(novice over fenceS) and David
Worley (walk, trot. canter).
1
Riders needed a third pla~e or
Better at regionals to move on to
the zone competition. Breanna

Outdoors
local lakes prime
future anglers

I

~

I'

The Great

Photos by Melissa DeYoungtTht• News

Above: Junior ·Samantha, the top high point rider in the region, jumps over a vertical.
Below: Coach Don Delaney and some of the members of the stock team pose with their regional trophy.
Gaubatz, Cristi Caruso, Ashley
Eggcrsdorfer, Samantha Erwin and
Katlin McCuan went on to compete
in the zone competition held last
weekend at Georgia Southern University.
The official annou nccmenl at
regionals declared thl' Murray
stock scat team as the high point
team of 2008-2009 for the second
consecutive year.
The tc:lm won the region by 50
points, and also announced the
Regional High Pnint Rider. Callie
Edic.
This honor guurantt.•cs her a spot
at nationals where she will compete
for the AQHA trophy. This year
was a record-breaking year for the
hunt seat team ns wdl.
It enjoyed high point team and
high point rider awards throughout
the season. The culmination 1>f
their success • came in the
announcement that the team won
the region by 44 points.
In addition, Samantha Erwin was
awarded the higli point rider award,
automatically qualifying her for
National competition wht•rc she
will compete for the Cacchionc
cup.
Cristi Caruso finished with a tie
for reserve high point rider.

team
antccd both teams a spot
scmiilnal team competitions. Stock
coach Don DeLancy and bunt coach
Sue Robinson had to pick one rider
from each division to represent the
team.
The stock team representatives
were Casey Hagan (walk/trot),
Samantha Bucy (intermed iate),
Vieth (novice), Swaney (advanced).
Samantha Erwin (open) and Katlin
McCuan (open reining).
The team finished in fifth place,
consisting of Ashley Eggersdorfer
(open flat), Erwin (open fences),

(in
flat), Kia Miller (intermediate
fences), Madison Selstad (novice
flat), Melissa Iskra (novice fences),
Tracy Carl (walk/trot/canter) and
Andrea Grelewicz( walk/trot).
The hunt team ended up taking
third place. Five riders will represent the Murray State stock team at
the Intercollegiate Horse Sh ow
Association Nationals Competition.
Daubert, Vieth and Edie will rep·
resent the stock team, while Eggersdor fer and Erwin will represent the
hunt team on April 23-26 at Middle
Tennessee
State
University.

CaliPari takes Kentucky Head Coach position
Associated Press
.. LEXINGTON, Ky. - John Calipari thought
he'd pop up on Kentucky's radar two years ago
when the Wildcats were looking for Tubby
Smith's replacement and Calipari was coming
off a 33-win season at Memphis.
He spent a week constantly asking his wife
Ellen if Kentuc.:ky's number had finally popped up
orl the caJier ID.
,"I caiJed my wife every day for sLx days. 'Did
they call? Did they c:tll?"' Calipari said. "Then 1
kind of figu red out: They're not calling."
Two years and two days later. Calipnri's phone
fi~ally rang. And the Wildcats paid a hefty price
for waiting.
Kentucky made Calipari the nation's highestpaid coach on Tuesday, awarding him an eightyear, $31.65 million deal and charging him with
restoring some of the luster the program lost during Billy Gillispie's rocky two-year tenure.
",It's a challenge the charismatic and highly successful Calipari plans to meet head on, though he
cautioned he's no miracle worker.
'Tm not the grand poobah," he told a packed
n.ews conference barely 12 hours after signing the
contract. "I'm not the emperor. That's not what l
want to be."
'The Wildcats need a winner, which is not a
problem for Calipari, who has won 445 games
~d guided Memphis and UMass to the Final
Four.
' Kentucky athletic director Mitch Barnhart
a~mited going after Gilli!lpie instead of Calipari
~ 2007 was "my mistake."
1
"I went where l thought I needed to go and I
just didn't get it right," Barnhart said.
Barnhart wasted little time courting Calipari.
T):ley met in Chicago on Sunday along with university president Lee Todd.
' ''We spent two or three hours just talking,"
Todd said. "It was a 'get ro know you' session."
· And the start of a whirlwind 48 hours in which
tli.e Wildcats made their pitch, while Memphis
declared it would not be outbid.

Cowrh'~Y

of e'rn.go.com

John Caliparl, former University of Memphis head basketball coach, will take the ~nlveslty of Kentucky head
coaching position for the 2010 season.
Memphis officials said Monday that Kentucky
permission to talk to Calipari, then did
everythin~ in its power to bold onto the coach
who helped the Tigers elbow their way onto the
national stage. Calipari told his players about the
Kentucky job becaus~ he "didn't want them to
read about it on the ticker."
While Kentucky officials looked into Calipari's
h;~ckground and contacted NCAA officials to get
an idea on how Calipari ran his program. Memphis made one last nm at keeping him.
Memphis booster William "Billy" Dunavant, a
cotton magnate, mer with Calipari on Monday.
FedEx founder and CEO Fred Smith spoke to
Calipari via phone on Monday as well.
Caliparl called athletic director R.C. Johnson
on Tuesday afternoon and told him he was taking
the Kentucky job. Calipari then met with the
receiv~d

players.
"I didn't want to live a life where 1 regretted.
why didn't I do this, to be in the best situation to
coach basketball in the country, maybe the
world, to coach basketball right here in Lexington," he said.
Memphis held no grudges toward the coach
wpo revitalized the program.
"Our boosters did everything possible to keep
John here,'' Johnson said.
In the end, it wasn't about the money. Calipari
knew he was going to get paid either way.
"I would have made more money at Memphis
(next year)," he said.
A signed contract was faxed to Kentucky
around 9 p.m. Tuesday night, just before Calipari
and his family landed in their new home.
Getting a formal document may have been
Calipari's first victory with the Wildcats. Barnhart struggled for two years to get Gillispie to
sign a fleshed-out contract, and their inability to
reach an agreement was taken as a sign of the
communication breakdown between the coach
and the administration.
"Something happened in two days we could n't
get done in two years (with Gillispie)," Barnhart
said. "I'm awfully happy that we're done."
Now comes the hard part: trying to live up to
the expectations of a fan base desperate for a
return to the nation's elite.
Kentucky went 22-14 last season, missing the
NCAA tournament for the first time since 1991.
The program hasn't been to the Final Four in ll
years, the longest drought between national
semifmals in school history.
"Jodie and I always talk about the future," Patterson said. "We always talk about what could be,
what could possibly be in the future with Kentucky and with this great coach we have in Cali·
pari right now. We're just looking forward to it
and I'm sure we'll come to a decision soon."
Eyeing the seven nation al championship banners inside the glistening $30 ruilJion practice
facility on Wednesday, Calipari had an idea.
''Let's double these. Let's double 'em," be said.

Eyecare Specialties
JOBS. 12th St., M urray
270-759-2500
• Laser vision surgery consultations
• Budget & designer eyewear
• Most insurance accepted
• All types of contacts

Murray State Employees
We accept your insurance
for your eye exam.

DR. KEVIN M. ADAMS • OPTOMETRIST

T he perimeter of Kentucky Lake and
Lake Barkley spans a marathon 2.300 miles•
of shoreline. With that much area, anglet:S'
are bound to find a diverse environment of·
fish holding features
~·
to fish.
Rocks, wood•
and grass are the primary targets for fish-·
ermen's lures. and if·
you spend enough·
time on the water,'
you can get pretty
Steve
darn good at master•
ing a variety of tech·
Mlller . niques. For proof, just
Outdoor colummst look at the results of
two recent tourna·
ments six hours away.
Lake Dardanelle, an impoundment O)l
the Arkansas River. lies about 30 miles
northwest of Little Rock. It is usuaUy a fi!;b
factory this time of year, yielding high
numbers of bass limits, but current condi::
tions have anglers cursing tqe often pre··
dictable body of water. That is of course •if
you are not from western Kentucky.
•.
BASS Elite Series pro Mark Menendez
held off a tournament field of 150 of the ·
best bass anglers on the planet to win thfl
T oyota T rucks Diamond Drive, this year's
second Elite Series tour stop. The Murray
State Bass Anglers also had an impressive
showing two weeks ago at the annual
Arka nsas Tech Invitational, which attracts
the best teams from mt>re than 40 universities each year.
• .
Although Murray State did not grab the
top spot, they had three teams in the top ·
20, the best showing of any school that·
sent teams. Murray State's Daniel Langton
and Cory Carr placed third behind teams
representing University of Louisville and·
University of Alabama. This concurrence·
of results begs the question: Is there a rea·
son anglers hailing from the lake region of.
western Kentucky d id so well und~t
adversE! conditions, \>r ~ it just 111erely .a
coincidence?
·
I think it is a product of fishing the different territo ries of Lake Barkley and Kentucky Lake. For Menendez. his livelihood
depends on catching quality stringers of
bass on scores of bodies of water on the
ever-changing nnd grueling schedule thlrt·
the BASS Elite series visits each year.
For the past two decades, he has fished·
at more than 160 events and cashed more
than $700,000 in tournament checks. Thatkind of success can only come as a welt-:
rounded angler adapting to the conditions
from tournament to tournament.
North Kentucky Lake most resembles
norther n smallmouth waters like Lake
Champlain, a favorite tour stop for BASS.
and FLW outdoors. The east bank, com-·
posed mostly of pea gravel and rock, gives
anglers a chance to hone their smallmouth'
catching abilities. Travel south on Kentucky Lake, and you begin to encounter
massive grass beds, especially in the summer. Anglers can effectively sharpen theit
grass probing techniques such as frog fishing and pitch soft plastic to largemouth
that call the grass home.
·. "
Lake Barkley might as well be a dlfferent'
planet compared to Kentucky Lake. with
dirtier and shallower water. In fact, the
waters of south Barkley are very similar to
the stump-filled, milfoil laden Lake Dard-·
a nell e.
The one thing that holds true through·'
out the entire lake area are the frequent
ledges and drastic changes in depth. Theseareas are appropriate for a myriad of
methods and lures.
Anglers who fish the pair of massive
lakes have no shortage of offered water.
Perhaps this is why the area has turned out
so many pros and why they are successful
on bass fishing's biggest stage.
And if what we are seeing develop in the
world of collegiate bass angling- n groom:
ing facility for anglers to perfect the skill:s:
of angling - continues, expect to see many
more in the future. Murray State. with its
proximity to two great fishing destinationss, just may be the most productive ur:ti·
versity in the nation to prime future
anglers who make their living at fishing
different lakes and tournaments around
the country.

Steve Miller can be reached at
steven.miller@murraystatc.edu.
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• Martin to perform at Grand Ole Opry
Steve Martin will
make his debut at
the Grand Ole Opry
on May 30.
; An Opry spokeswoman said Martin
will perform songs
· from his first musical album "The
Crow: New Songs
· ' for the Five-String
Banjo."
Martin
· wrote or co-wrote
every song on the
album, now sold
1
exclusively through Amazon.com but
· available at other retailers later this year.
Performing with him on the program
are Vince Gill, Amy Grant, Stuart Dun• can, Tim O'Brien and John McEuen of the
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band.
;The Slmpsons to appear on stamps
• '• Twenty years after the show's pre• mfere, The Simpsons will appear on
postage stamps, the U.S. Postal Service
announced.
• · The Postal Service plans five stamps
featuring Homer, Marge. Bart, Lisa and
Maggie, with artwork done by creator
Matt Groening.
· Artwork for the 44·cent stamps is available for preview April 9 at usps.com
along with the planned release date.
• Andre 3000 charged with speeding
•' Andre 3000, whose real name is Andrt!
Benjamin, of the hip-hop duo Outkast is
free on bond after police charged him
with driving 109 mph on a highway in
Atlanta.
· Authorities said the entertainer was
• clocked speeding in his Porschc in a 65
' mph zone early Saturday.
Police said Benjamin told them he was
' going so fast b<..-cause he missed an exit
· and had to turn around.
Benjamin's publicist did not return a
call seeking comment.
Q.ueen Latlfah faces stylish lawsuits
A makeup artist r-...-........-...and Q fashion stylist claim in coordinated ' lawsuits,
:. Queen
Latifah
• cheated them out
:• of $1 million.
•'
Celebrity cosmetology consultant
Roxanna
'
I'
Floyd said she lost
I
I
$700,000 when the
I
Qlleen
I
actress failed to
I
pay her for work
Latifah
she did between
July 2005 and February 2008.
In a separate lawsuit, celebrity fashion
stylist Susan Moses said she was cheated
out of $300,000 during the same period.
The lawsuits were filed Monday in federal court in Manhattan.
Amanda Silverman, a .spokeswoman for
-the actress, said the lawsuits have no
, .. merit, but she cannot comment more due
pending litigation.
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Fire destroys Bruce Willis' sld lodge
• Authorities said a fire destroyed the
• main lodge at a small ski operation in
• • Fairfield, Idaho co-owned by Bruce
Willis.
• • Camas County Chief Deputy Brian
Miller said the Soldier Mountain Ski
Resort lodge and an adjacent ski rental
building were destroyed in a fire Monday
!·: morning. No one was injured.
~;:• The resort closed for the season last
..

~

:week.

:Matt Dillon pleacb gailty for speeding
~att Dillon's speeding case was dismissed with the actor pleading guilty to
speeding and paying an $828 fine.
~ •• Dillon, 44, was stopped Dec. 30 while
Jiriving 106 mph in Vermont. He was also
~ l:h)rged with negligent operation of a
:: • tftbtor vehicle because of the excessive

._;:lpA!ed.
;•:·:•:Prosecutor Will Porter said Monday
•--:::timon agreed to plead guilty to speeding
..=: 1~ exchange for having the negligent
•; • bt)eration charge dismissed Wednesday,
::: '!hich he said is common in such cases.
~
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Members of the Taiko Ensemble perform using largedrums.

Murray hosts drum concert
Jess Nail
Staff writer

Photo courtt>sy of vascon,uit.com
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Todd Patin watches as his wife Sarah is sworn in as Alaska's governor in 2006. Palin defended his wife when they came
under fire following a Republican Party-sponsored shopping spree.

Todd Palin denies wife's overspending
Associated Press

I mean tbcsc arc my Sunday goto-meeting jeans!"
Sarah Palin and Republican
presidential
nominee
John
McCain faced a storm of criticism over tlw tens of thousands
of dollars spent at high-end
stores to dress the Alaska governor anJ her family. Some of the
purchases included a $75,062
shopping spree at Neiman Marcus in Minneapolis, $49.425 at
Saks Fifth Avenue anJ $4,902 at
Atelier, an upscale men's store.
The buys were a stark contrust
to Sarah Palin's image as a "huckey mom" who calls herself part of
an average, middle-class American family.
Sarah Palin has snid she neither wanted nor asked for the
wardrobe.
Some of the clothing wns
returned immcuiatcly because it
was the wrong size. or for other
reasons. the McCain·Pnlin campaign said at the Lime. The

WASHINGTON Alaska
Gov. Sarah Palin's husband said
the R<.>publican Party's lavish
spending on her wardrohe Jur• ing the prcsidt'ntial campaign
was "out of our control."
In the May issue of Men's Journal, Todd Palin was asked about
the more than $150,000 the
Republican National Committee
spent on clothes, accessories and
beauty services for the vice presidential nQminee. He defended
• his wife. saying she was focused
• on preparation for her debate
with Joe Biden.
"She never went to Saks, ur
any of that stuff," he said. "You
come into a campaign latt', yuu
... put all your trust intu the team,
• you got p(l~le who arc workin"g
!'. on VP ops for a long timei and
p
we're just focused on debate
~ prep. I couldn't give a rat's
(explelivc> about clothes. Ple:tse.

c I

.....,..
•

waat to

Republican National Committee
plans to donate remaining items
to charity.
Todd Palin told the magazine
his wife went through tough
campaigns before becoming
McCain's running mate.
"You got to remember, it's not
like they plucked us off the fish·
ing boat with scales still under
our nails, you know?" he said.
Todd Palin, a champion snowmobiler racer, also told the magazine about his temporary Secret
Service protection during the
campaign.
''They liked cruising around
with me because we went to the
Arctic Cat snow machine factory
and then drove up to North
Dakota, went to a Penn StateMichigan football game, went to
a NASCAR race," Palin said.
"Rough i.iut~·. hanging out with
me."
The Men's Journal issue reaches newsstands Tuesdays.
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A dramatic fusion of Japanese traditions, jazz beats, Hawaiian sounds and
musical influences from all over the world
combined and resonated throughout the
building. The Kenny Endo ensemble had
arrived.
The four-member group performed free
of charge Thursday at Wrather auditori·
um for students, (acuity and the general
public.
Yoko Hatakcyama, senior lecturer of
Japanese, said three of th<.> members are
drummers and a percussionist and one
plays the Japanese flute.
"The music is strongly influenced by
Japanese music and tradition," Hatakeyama said. "The performers are all second·
or third-generation Japanese descendents
who live in Hawaii."
The ensemble has played with the
Tokyo Symphony Orchestra, Michael
Jackson and Prince and performed for
Princess Diana.
According to his Web site, Kenny Endo
is also recognized by the mayor of Hono lulu with his own "Kenny Endo Day." His
ensemble also opened for musicians The
Who and has featured sound tracks on
some Japanese films. The ensemble hao:
released five CDs.
Members of his ensemble include
Chizuko Endo, Eien Hunter-Ishikawa and
Kaoru Watanabe.
"ihis group is very unique because they
arc influenced from many diffe1·ent kinds
of music. from many different cultures,"
Hatakeyama said.
ln a pamphlet given to the audience,
Kenny Endo wrote: "My goal is to create
music which brings different people aml

cultures together in the hope that pe~ce is
not just an idealistic concept but a workable reality."
. ,
Kate Lochte, station manager· , for
WKMS, featured the ensemble on•, her
Sunday evening program "CoYptry
Music."
, ,
lochte received the ensemble '~· CD,
"Noon Cycles," from Kenny Endo for.her
international program that plays Sunqays
at 7 p.m.
''The music is energetic, thrillin~ ,and
quite beautiful," Lochte said. "I've a~tpal
ly seen this type of performance in Japan
and it is very exciting. The drummers
move around the drums very atbletiqlly."
Endo performed with a taiko dnm1, a
large kettle·like drum placed on the i19or.
Lochte said the drums are used in folk and
classical music in Japan and are historically used to set a marching place in battle or
to call out orders or announcement<:. '
"Kenny Endo started out as a jazz u;usician in Los Angeles and took an inte~est in
the Taiko form of drumming," Lochtc
said. "He went to Japan and becamq the
first non-Japanese national to be accepted
into this very elite type of music."
The ensemble also hosted a workshop
prior to their performance to teach p;lrticipants the art ofTaiko drumming.
There were 12 musical performances in
all, all of which were origtnal works.
A question and answer session followed
the concert in which attendees were able
to ask the ensemble about their e~peri
ences around the world and the histqr:y of
their music.
The performance was sponsored by. the
Regional Stewardship Program an4 : thl!
Modern Languages Department.
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DeGraw's 'Free' returns music to its roots
G:&•WII"W.
W A

Assistant Features Editor Charlotte
Kyle writes the music reviews.

Shoes" is what makes the track
great. A track that could easily be
turned into a boring pop track
instead transforms into a beautiful
piece of art of simple production.
Without the vocals, it could easily
be used as a fUm score. I'll be surprised if this track doesn't end up in
a movie - at the very lea~t . it is sure
to end up on "One Tree Hill."
"Lover Be Strong" stands out as a
potential single, an uplifting and
romantic radio-friendly pop-rock
tunc. The lyrics are, for the most
part, simple and repetitive. "Lover
be strong while I'm gone/ and If
you feel like falling, just hold on." It
isn't rocket science, but the overall
composition makes it worthy. It is
the perfect example of why r listen
to Gavin DeGraw; I don't care what
he's singing, l just like listening to
his voice.
At one point I'm not quite .sure
the lyric~ even make sense, but l
still mdt. He could sing the phonebook and it'd still be beautiful - a
cliChed phrase, yes, hut it seems
appropriate. 1 would be fine listening to him name chiropractors in
the Wisconsin area.
Essentially, "Free" is for the
music fan who appreciates the
e ssence of a song, the power of a
lyric and the beauty of a simple
melody. "Free" is what Gavin
DeGraw fans have been waiting for,
and will hopefully be the path
DeGraw continues on.
Charlotte Kyle can be reached at
churlotte.kyle@murraystate.edu.

D • •.. - -

I'm a simple kind of girl. I don't
need all the bells and whistles.
They make for some good tunes,
but I'll pick a stripped down live
track over a studio remix any day.
Four years of waiting for a new
Gavin DeGraw record eventually
led to a self-titled album with too
many bells and whistles. r still
loved it, don't get me wrong, but I
longed for the simplicity found in
"Chariot: Stripped." l wanted the
strong, powerful vocals and the
imperfections his live tracks con·
tain. I missed a solid cover track,
allowing DeGraw to show tribute to
the artists who inspired him.
DeGraw must have missed those
things, too, because less than a year
from his sophomore album's
release date, he brought fans "Free,"
a no-frills collection of songs showcasing his love of music.
His self-titled album took four
years to make and release, with
numerous studio trips and rerecording. DeGraw recorded "Free"
in two weeks, not wanting to overthink the album.
MFree" is what "Gavin DeGraw"
should have been;
The·album starts off with a cover
of Chris Whitley's "Indian Summer," a gritty, country blues song.
For a New Yorker, DeGraw has the
twang and restlessness to successfully pull off the late Texan's track.
Like DeGraw's cover of Sam
Cooke's "A Change Is Gonna
Come," "Indian Summer" proves
him as an artist able to recreate
classic works while crafting songs
in his own manner.
The title track follows, with
DeGraw listing contradictions of
who is ("I feel crowded and alone")
before declaring his desire to be

.....
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l' hoto courtesy of am.uon.com

Gavin DeGraw's 'Free' was released less than a year after his sophomore album.
free. u And every once in a while/ r
want to sit back! and enjoy the
view," he sings.
This song, along with DeGraw's
current "Where It Began" tour,
speaks volumes of the songwriter's
yearning to make music as he had in
the past. The contradictions are a
nice touch, a possible nod to every
independent musician's hope to be
known and every famous singer's
need to escape the pressures.
"Glass" and "Dancing Shoes" are
two fan-favorite live tracks now
recorded and released for the first
time, offering a bit of familiarity to
long-time fans and introducing new
fans to his earlier work. ''Glass" was

rumored to be on his sophomore
album but didn't make the cut, so to
find it on "Free" is a pleasant surprise,
It's a heartbreaking, honest track
about a man who leads a woman on,
not expecting her to actually fall in
love with him. The song flawlessly
transitions into her point of view,
etching the element of karma deep·
er into the lyrics before declaring
the simple fact: everybody breaks
sometimes.
"How do you say something's
through/ when it never even started/ at least for you?'' DeGraw sings.
While the lyrics shine on "Glass,"
the piano melody of " Dancing

.. .
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Spring fever: now the
new engagement fever
What's in style
now is - gasp - a
rock on the ' left
hand. Just at Murray State alone, I
know
of · five
engaged couples
and outside ca.Ul:
pus, the count is
endless.
'
Whitney
There's something whimsically'
Harrod
poisonous when'
spring rolls around. This poison is as'
fatal as a snake's venom. Once spring
causes the 1-love·you·so-much-and-sO..
we-should-get-marred infestation, · rio
medicine or treatment can reverse the
infestation's effects.
.
People feel happier during spring'
because the light at the end of the ac~d~
ernie tunnel is brightly shining. With
only a few more tests left and that- one
last paper to write, students anxiously
anticipate summer jobs and economic
beach vacations. Apparently the next.
step is inevitable: Why not Jump the gun
and propose, even though the particular
couple has been dating less than a year?
Yes, some spring proposals are more
expected than others depending on the
relationship dynamic.
•• ·
Animals also feel the alluring and deticious-smelling love hormones floatin~
aimlessly in the air we breath. Thus, this
is the reason why mating season falls ·especially when it comes to
breeding - in the months of April and
May. Male dolphins get frisky with
other female dolphins while gorillas
hum their mating calls.
I should go ahead and label spring
commitment season. More than jUst
engagements and weddings take place
in the spring - it's also the time of'rejection (and sometimes acceptance) for
students applying to undergraduate and
graduate programs, entry-level jobs and
internships.
Getting married before receiv~ a
diploma or landing a first job .can
become a very tricky experience.
·
Symptoms of spring wedding fever
include but are more than likely not limited to, l.) Realizing even with the combined incomes of the soon-to-he-married couple, money really is limited., 2,)
You can't immediately live in yp'Ui
dream house, and 3.) You may soon reatize marriage was not the solution to~
problem you didn't even know you ~
While it may sound like I disagr~
with the idea of young marriage. I hayj:
no intentions of disrespecting cou12. .
who choose marriage during the tinie·6f
cherry blossoms. After all, if I was in~
situation in which the love bug ooJit.:
pletely took over me - no matte; mY:
point in life - I might consider the possi.:
bilities of marriage. Engagements can
last way more than a year, and thus
work out perfectly into the fall and winter seasons.

norse

1

One note: Only if you're bored
Two notes: Borrow it from a friend
Three notes: Buy it on iTuncs
Four notes: A future classic.

A day in the life of:

Pam Bell,
sociology major

Every other week The News will feature a profile of a Murray State student from a unique major.

.Student studies human behavior, gains opportunity for career
Jess Nail
Staff writer

.

Pam Bell, junior from Paducah, Ky., knew she was looking
for a broad major encompassing her passion to work with at·
risk youth.
After doing some research,
Bell said she changed her major
to sociology last spring.
"You can do a lot of things
with sociology after you graduate and it coincided well with
youth and non-profit leadership, which I really wanted to
go into," Bell said
Bell said she would like to
work in human relations or
with at-risk youth.

"Throughout my childhood, I
was always involved in programs with mentors," Bell said.
"Kids today need mentors and I
feel like I can be someone that
helps them get on the right
path."
Bell said her major focuses
on what people arc doing and
why. Bell said she enjoys sociology as it bas taught her about
diversity.
"You may be thinking one
way about a situation, but there
may be a lot of other things that
are making that situation
occur," Bdl said. "Sociology
has given me a greater love of
learning because it is something I am really interested in."

Bell said there is always
something to learn when taking
sociology classes and so many
things to do with ones career
path.
..Sociology is the groundwork for a lot students to pursue a profession in business,
education, even law professions," Bell said. "I looked it up
just the other day, there were
like 100 different careers you
can go to that branched off
from sociology."
Bell said she recommends
.sociology to anyone interested
in learning about why humans
do what they do.
Kris1cn M•llerfThe News
Jess Nail l'tm be reached at
jessica.nall@murraystate.edu.
Pam Bell, junior from Paducah, Ky.. is a socloi()(JY major.

may·

Whitney Harrod can be reachell ·:Ot.
whitney.harrod@mu"aystate.edu.
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The News is taking
applications for next
years staff. Positions
Include reporters for
all sections, photographers, sales representatives, advertising
designers, copy edi·
tors, videographers,
on-line writers and
designers. Applications are available in
the newsroom in 111
Wilson Hall. For more
information call 8094478.
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Internet pranksters turn users
into shocked April fools victims
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the new year.
Now, pranb are more sopbilticatecL
Take. for instance, a tote a Facebook
appUcation played. Users ladadiag Roma
KiD& sophomore from Bloomfield, Ky..
loged on to find, acco.rdlaa to a family
tree proaram. thef WIR ....... to BarKk
Obama.
"Stupid me. I eUcked on it.• Kiag saicL
"It was like. "Hal April Foolsl•
Facebook wasn't tbe om, ooe ae prallk

JCins.

"Fac:ulty HaU prallked my friend aad
me: KiDs said. "We were in Faculty Hall
and we were going up to the 1dxth floor.
Someoae was gettiag offon the fifth tloor.
When me, pt oft tbe elevaror doors
closed and the elentor juslut there; We
kept puQtna die 'open buttcm: but the
doon wouldn't open. it would just'dck.l
beld the bu&toa for 10 MCOD4s aad tbe
doors opeaed, 10 we bolted for dae stairs;•
Some people are especially wary on
AprU Fools' Day. Aldan Scbmeckpeper,
junior from Murray, II amona thitrn.
"On April Pools' Day, I take e9erJdUnB
I read with a srald of Alt.• Scllmeckpeper
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SIQIS and autGmltlcllly send responses. Tills . .
IIIIPIIf8d on 911111'shcllnlplte • part of GooQit's prank.

April Fool's baa come and gone, but if

you kceep tbe spirit of anarchy in yQIII'

heart. you caq.J:¥wt ~os~
Cody Arant can lie rtached at

cody.arant@mumaystGte.edu.
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superfecta 2009

from the editor

Here it is: the best of the best
The third annual Superfecta is
fmally here just in time to spice
up the lives of all you students
running spring fevers.
This special section, though
relatively new,
has
quickly
the
become
favorite of students, faculty
and The News
staff. That is
because in order
for this publication to exist we
need the particiAshley
pation of the
Edwards University comEditor-in-Chief munity.
Well, ask and
you shall receive. Mter publishing ballots in the paper for three
weeks, and even taking up ballots in some classes, tons of you

responded with your favorites
from around campus and the
community of Murray.
Superfecta is defined as a
method of betting in which the
bettor, in order to win, must pick
the first four finishers of a race
in the correct sequence, and
that's exactly what you'll fmd
within this special section.
Among these pages are the
people. places and events you
selected as the best of what
Murray State and the city of
Murray have to offer.
Wondering where to get the
best slice of pizza, turn to page
21. Looking to get lucky on a
Friday night, turn to page 29 for
the best place to hook up. If
you're turning 21 and want to
know the best place to celebrate,
flip over to page 30.
We've even found the best

public restrooms (just in case),
on page 8, the best food to cure a
hangover is on page 26 and best
place to get a haircut is right
there on page 19.
And of course, a pat on the
back to all of you who participated. You cast some excellent votes
and displayed what great taste
you have.
For me. graduation is just a few
short weeks away. So really, I
guess Superfecta itself is also a
Superfecta for myself. The end
of my reign as Editor-in-Chief is
within sight and I can't think of a
better way to cap of an amazing
year than with this publication.
Spring fever is effecting everyone on campus, so take a look at
what the best of Murray has to
offer and go make the most of
procrastination.
I certainly will be.

According to the 2008 National
College Health Assessment
conducted on the Murray State
campus ...
Many students chose not to drink
alcohol or had not had a drink in the
last 30 days.

Murray Slfttc Un h·crsit)'

MSU

Coalirion fo r Alcohol Risk Educat ion

.
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Tie: Hart and Lee Clark College
Eight residential colleges
with diverse resident populations, traditicms and activities add to the college experience of Murray State students each year. Two of these
residential colleges, Hart and
Lee Clark, tied as best place
to live on campus.
Lee Clark opened fall 2007
and is the newest resfcleatial
college. The building is comprised of double rooms, fourroom suites and smaller private rooms, as well as two
kitchens, several study
lounges and common rooms.
Kate Thomas, junior from
Benton, Ky., is a residential
adviser in Lee Clark. She
attributed the college's status
as beat place to live on campus for its award-winning
programs and the people.
'"The atmosphere of Clark
is, in my opinion, growing
every day to be more inviting
and enjoyable," she said.

"More and more as the
semester has _progressed. I
come in frvm class seein&
people standing around the
front desk and talking. The
RA staff and desk workers
are really striving to together
make Clark a more invitins
place."
'l'homas sJi4 tie~~
ty of Lee Clark mUite 1t an
enjoyable place to live.
'"At Lee Clark, there was
fantastic . community,• shesaid. "Now most ~ the Old
Clarkies have ~- 01
have moved on, and the new
residents in Lee Clark
haven't ever experienced that
kind of tight community. So
it's a challenge to us to try
ancl rebuild that COIIlmWlity
&om the ground up.''
Many actiVities aq ~
ed for the Lee Clark
Residential College '*""an.
nity, whether they are -Gill's
N"Jgbt Out" prosrams, open

mk aflila or free movies tit
die ~ lobbp. Thomat
liM the- $~ LUau, ..
event that benefits a student
from Lee Clark with
leukemia, distinguishes Lee
Clark from other residential
colleges.

Hart Colleie is 104tte4 m

the Jni4dfe ofthe ResiUiltial

College Circle. and ll t~
only college to have both a
coffee shop and computer lab
open to
eadre campus.
Hart won the lelidential college acaclemlc tournament,
. teadi in the intramural sport
standings and won the
Presidential Cup in athletics
and academics for the 20072008 year.
Ann Landini, Hart Colhp
emphulzed Hart's

me

he-.

~and~uthe

........ die ~at cot~~

-rs in a veif centril ~
don.• LandW said. llofou

Courtney Crai!VThe News

don't even have to have an
umbrella to get to WiDslow.
The people who live there
are friendly, active and see,aa
to enjoyiDg bein& a part of
Murray State."
HaJt Is the largest residential coJJep in terms of resideDtial pOpulatioD. Landini

said. of Hart's selectioD. ..It

reflects on tbe residents, the
(residential director), the
(residential college council)
and the athletic programs.
It's a fun place to be."

said.

-It's great DeWS." I.ancHni

-Megan Loeb

RIDES TO CAMPUS
PICK UP I DELIVERY AVAILABLE
FREE ESTIMATES

-~ro

~t:a~r~:Jllt~I~-.::Ava

-.. .. - w-IlSOn

Hail)

270-75~3406
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BEST PLACE TO SHARE A FIRST KISS
The Quad
Eyes closed, heavy
breathing, heart rate
increasing, minty fresh
breath - these are all
symptoms of the first
kiss jitters.
Besides
studying,
reading and drinking
beer, a lot of kissing
goes on in college. That
is why the Quad was
voted as the best place
to have a first kiss.
While some students
refuse to kiss and tell,
April Whitten, junior
from Mayfield, Ky., said
the Quad makes a perfect setting for that one
special kiss.
"The Quad is where

people hang out when
there is nice weather,"
she said. " (If I had my
first kiss in the Quad) I
would want it to happen in the day time."
The Quad. conducive
to love, boasts several
benches
and
the
famous shoe tree.
It's tradition that couples who meet at
Murray State, and later
get married, return to
campus to nail one of
each of their shoes to
the tree.
Because the Quad is
so large in size, this
first kiss setting offers
several locations within

BEST TRADITION
Shoe tree

perimeters to choose
from. The west area of
the Quad boasts the
of
Lovett
steps
Auditorium, a nice
location for the blossoming of a relationship to begin.
At this elevated part
of the Quad, students
can watch other students frolicking down
sidewalks,
holding
hands and venturing off
to their next class.
The center lawn also
invites students to
bring lawn chairs and
blankets to absorb sunrays, read, study or better yet - have that spe-

cial first kiss. With this
option, the first kiss
can take place in the
sunlight, or at night.

-Whitney Harrod

lauren Bell/ The New5

BEST PLACE TO HANG BETWEEN CLASSES
Curris Center

It's the only place on
campus where Murray
Despite decades worth of sun damState students can get a
age, rain, sleet and snow, the shoe tree
sub sandwich, play ping
located in the Quad, symbolizes the
pong, go to the Post
unity of married couples who met
Office and buy books.
while attending Murray State. This
That is why the Curris
unique tree has again snagged best ·
Center is the pest place
traditjon in Murray.
to hang out between
According to tradition. any couple
classes.
that meets while attending Murray
Not only is the Curris
State and gets married, returns to the
Center home of the
shoe tree, located in the north Quad,
University Store, but it
and tacks each of their shoes to the
is the powerhouse of
tree.
student services.
Interestingly, the current tree is not
With the Student
the original; the first shoe tree was
Government
burnt down and the second caught on
Association, Marvin D.
fire.
Mills
Multicultural
Ali Sayre, senior from Louisville,
Center, Greek life,
Ky., said if she were to meet her
Racercard and Food
future husband at Murray State, she
Services offices all
would tack her shoe to the tree. She
shoe tree symbolizing unity and mar- located among the
said she doesn't know when the tradiriage, should not take place in an out- three floors of the
tion started.
door setting in which the shoes can Curris Center, students
"Obviously it's a personal choice if
damage, or even fall off.
have a one-stop shop in
couples want to do it," Sayre said.
Davis said she recommends alter- this building.
A student in one of Sayre's classes
The Curris Center
native traditions to the shoe tree such
recently participated in a shoe tackas re-visiting campus on anniver- serves as the central
ing ceremony.
site for a diverse variety
saries.
However, Eden Davis, senior from
of progralll$. activities,
Murray, said the tradition is ridicuservices and facilities.
lous.
While some students
"My boyfriend and I met here, but
, may come to the Curris
we would never nail our shoes to a
Center to use the ATM
tree," she said. "Even his parents met
machine or mail a letat Murray, but never participated on
ter, Alex Walton, freshthe tradition."
-Whitney Harrod man from Paducah, Ky.,
She said a tradition, such as the

Lauren Bell/7hf' News

said he comes to the
Curris Center for the
food.
"I like going to the
(Thoroughbred Room)
because you can get
burgers and food made
to order," Walton said.
The T-Room, Sugar
Cube and Dunker's Deli
are avaliable for students to purchase food.
Dominic Hines, freshman from Memphis,
Tenn., said the atmosphere of the Curris
Center is what he
enjoys most.
"It's got everything in
it,''
Hines
said.
"Entertainment, food
and computers. It's just

a good place to chill."
Hanging out at the
Curris Center provides
a host of opportunities.
Not only the location
of
Cinema
International, but its
first floor occupies the
Curris Center Art
Gallery, which showcases a plethora of
Murray Student works.
So whether students
are looking for a place
to pass time or eat, the
Curris Center has it all.

-Robin Phelps
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BEST PUBLIC RESTROOMS
Tie: Industry and Technology Building, Alexander Hall

Lauren Bell/The News

Fifteen minutes left in class and you're crossing your legs, wishing you hadn't drank that
soda between classes.
Whereas several students in this situation
might attempt to wait until they get back to
their rooms to take care of their problem, students with classes in Alexander Hall and the
Collins Center for Industry and Technology
can rest easy knowing they have access to some
of the best restrooms on campus.
Alexander Hall is one of the newer buildings
on campus. opening in 2003. Located on 16th
Street in front of the Biology building,
Alexander is home to Murray State's education
department.
Kim Myatt, senior from Hazel, Ky.. is a special education major who said she feels like she
lives in the building sometimes.
"The bathrooms in Alexander are really
nice," Myatt said. "They're always really clean
and the mirrors are large so you can always see
yourself no matter how many people are in
there."
Fellow education student Sarah Magee,
senior from louisville, Ky., said the bathrooms
in Alexander Hall are friendly looking and
make her feel comfortable.
"The bathrooms in Alexander are so big,"

STUDENT GOVERNMENT
.
ASSOCIATION
HOW DO I BECOME INVOLVED IN THE
FOUR BRANCHES OF

Magee said. "It's also a good place to make
friends because everyone is so nice."
While the IT building, located across from
the Curris Center, is not as new as Alexander,
the bathrooms have similar qualities.
.
Magee said she has had classes in the IT
building and she has no problems using its
rest rooms.
"The bathrooms there are nice," Magee said.
"The IT restrooms are always very clean and
neat."
Blake Fountain, sophomore from Benton, Ky.,
has had several classes in the IT building, but
never ventured to use its restrooms until now.
"I actually think I've never used the bathrooms there." Fountain said. "I usually just go
in and out, but now I think I'm going to try
them to see how nice they are."

-Amanda Crider

Stop in and let us brighten up _your
color for spring or put a pep in _your
step with a ~icure.

Freshmen Council

Campus Activities Board
CABbies
Judicial Board
Residential College Association

msusga.co1n
Contact the SGA Office at 809-6951 .
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BEST PLACE TO CURL UP WITH A BOOK
The Quad

Courtney CralnfThe New~

The warm weather and spring
atmosphere definitely attract more
students to campus. During the last
few months of the spring semester,
Frisbees are thrown, corn hole is a
popular game and you can witness
many students walking the Loop
daily.
Another attraction spring tends to
inspire is activity in the Quad.
Readers have voted the Quad as the
"Best Place to Curl up with a Book."
"I love sitting on the side steps of
Lovett on the spring and watching all
the students walk from class to class
and do other activities," Shannon
Davis, senior from Louisville, Ky,.
said. "Last year while I was reading a
book and people were practicing for
All Campus Sing and a few people
were laying on the grass, and I put my
book down and I thought, 'Wow this
is what I think of when I think of college."'
Some of the campus' oldest and
most beautiful buildings surround the
beautifully landscaped area.

With few places like the Quad on
campus, most students make use of
the campus hot spot for meetings,
relaxing, grilling out and other extra
curricular activities.

-Jess Nall

\~,tt\\
Quality services convenientiJJiocatecl on campus/

• Binding Materials • Resume Papers
• Color Copies
• Transparencies
• Fax Services
• Fast Service
154 Business Building South
Phone: 809·2497
Fax: 809-3941
copy.express®murraystate.edu
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(All Calzones stuffed with mozzarella cheese and
All dinners come with side salad, garlic bread and choice of baked potato,
french fries, vegetable medley or rice .
served with marinara sauce.)
Cheese Calzone ..... . .. . ...... ...... ......$7 .14
Add 4 pc. Shrimp for $3.25 Add extra side for $1.50
All Meat Calzone .... . . ... ..... . .. .. ...... .$9.14 12 oz Ribeye ........................ ................................. .............................. $13.14
Supremo Calzone ...... .... ... . .. .. .. . .. . .. $8.40 Beef or Chicken Tips ............................................................................. $9.90
Philly Steak and Cheese Calzone ...... .. . ....$9.40 Mixed Tips ...... ....... ..............................................................................$11 .14
Grilled Chicken CaJzone ........... . ........ . $9.14 8 oz Chicken Breast ................... .......................................... .................$8.90
Chicken Rancher Calzone ................... $9 .14 Chicken Tenders (4pc) ............................................... ......................... .. $9 .14
Chicken Alfredo Calzone ... . ... . . .. .. . ......$9.40 Baked Fish ........... ...... .... ............ ................... ........................................$9.14
Vegetable Calzone ....... . ....... ..... .....$8.13 Catfish (6pc) .... .............................. ..................................... ................... $9.14
Butterfly Shrimp {6pc} ........................................................................... $7.14
Make your own Calzone from these toppings: Butterfly Shrimp (12 pc) ............. .......................................................... $11 .14
(Cost of Cheese Calzone plus $1.22 for each topping.) Captain's Platter ..................................................................................$12.14
Pepperoni, Ham, Sausage, Beef, Bacon, Red Onions,
Vegetable Platter .. ... ................... ...........................................................$6 .65

Gree~a:;:~~~~p:'~~':~~·~~~:~no,

Fish Dinner ..........................................................................................$8.65

1

Pizzi
Medi.Jm
12"
Cheese Pizza
$7.14
Philly Steak & Cheese Pizza
$10.14
Grilled Chicken Pizza
$10.14
All Meat Pizza
$10.14
Chicken Rancher Pizza
$10.14
Chicken Alfredo PiZ:za
$10.14
Supremo Pizza (Baldy's Special) $1 0.14
Vegetable Pizza
$8.14
Cheese Bread
$5.14

& t\ II
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Large
16"
$8.74
$12.14
$12.14
$12.14
$12.14
$12.14
$12.14
$10.14
$7.14

Racer
2 ft
$20.14
$20.14
$20.14
$20.14
$20.14
$20.14
$20.14
$18.14

tA 0 t I •
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Available between 11 a.m. and 2 p.m . only
Add Bacon 75 cents Add Cheese 49 cents
No. 1-1 /2 lb Cheeseburger, fries & drink . . ............... . .. . .. $5.74
No. 2-Ciub Sandwich, fries & drink .. . ...... . ... . . . ........ .. .$6.10
No. 3-Chicken club, fries & drink ...... ..... ......... . ..... . .$6.1 0
No. 4-Chicken Strips, fries & drink ...... . ....... . . . ...........$6.65
No. 5-Spaghetti, garlic bread & drink ... . ......................$6.14
No. 6-Grilled or Fried Chicken Salad, garlic bread & drink ... . ....$6.14
No. 7-Beef or Chicken Gyro, fries & drink . .... . .. .. ...... .. ...$6.14
No. 8-(2) 1/4 lb Cheeseburgers, (2) orders of fries & (2) drinks . . ....$8.14
No. 9-BLTC, fries & drink .. .... ....... ....... ..... .... .... .. $4.74
No. 10-Fish Sandwich, fries & drink ..... . ..... ...... .........$5.74

Speelel1
16"-Cheese Pizza......................... $8
16"-Unlimited Toppings ............ $11
(3) 16"-Unlimited Toppings .......... $24
(3) 12"-(3) Toppings ................ $14
tax included
2 Topping Personal Calzone, plus drink.....$6

No Discounts on Specials
Includes Murray State 10 percent, Dine-In 15 percent, lunch specials

Call now for FREE Delivery!
270-762-0441 • 270-762-0442 • 270-762-0443
847 Coldwater Rd, Murray, KY 42071
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BEST GAME OF THE YEAR
Morehead State University
The game was up in the air
with just seconds remaining
on the clock. The Murray
State men's basketball team
clinched a home game in the
OVC tournament with a 6964 victory over Morehead
State.
The Feb. 26th game came
down to the wire and the
Eagles had a chance to win
the game in the final seconds,
which is why the game has
been dubbed as the "Best
Games of the Year."
Racer fans were on their
feet most of the second half
with lead changes and backand-forth runs fueling the
energy charged game.
The lead changed six times
in the first half, and at the
half the two teams vying for
an Ohio Valley Conference
regular season championship

were tied at 32.
After trailing early in the
second half, Junior Tony
Easley got the Racers energized with three dunks. The
crowd and team were immediately impacted. After the
third dunk the Racer fans
were on their feet.
"That dunk was sick and
nasty," one Racer fan yelled.
"That was sicknasty!"
Chants of "Lets Go Racers"
echoed · throughout the
Regional Special Events
Center.
With 12 minutes 10 seconds
left in the game sophomore
Isacc Miles' layup gave
Murray State its first lead of
the half, 43-41. The Racers
added to the lead but could
never pull away. A five point
lead could never be pushed
to seven and with 6:12 left in

the contest the Eagles tied
the game at 53.
Miles' three point play
with 2:41 pushed the lead to
six points and could have
seemingly hammered the
final nails in the coffin for
Morehead State. But the
Eagles continued to fight and
with 27 seconds left,
Demonte Harper hit a three,
bringing them within tvvo 6664.
Racers Jeffery McClain and
Miles hit three free throws to
end the Eagles run.
"It was a hard-fought game
and Morehead played really
well despite their foul troubles," Head Coach Billy
Kennedy said. "We were fortunate to get the win, I liked
our toughness and the way
we finished."
The Racers finished with

Rick Burres/Thc News

just three turnovers in the
contest. The lowest total the
entire year.
Defense was also prevalent
in the performance. The
nation's
third
leading
rebounder at the time and a
walking double-double was
held to just four points and
two rebounds, be fouled out

MOST UNDERRATED SPORTS TEAM

BEST RIVALRY

Tennis

Austin Peay

with six minutes left in the
game.
The game was the sixth
straight win and led to a second seed in the OVC tournament.

-Tim MacAllister

When thinking of sports. the big
the most underrated because people 1
three (football, basketball and baseare constantly coming up to the playESPN the Magazine calls it the best rivalry ever, students call it intense and
ball) probably come to the mind of
ers and up to myself and they are con- others just say its plain madness. We will call it Murray State vs. Austin Peay.
the casual fan. In the world of big
gratulating us on the successes, askPeople around the country have taken notice to the Goliath sized rivalry
time Division 1 athletics, where
ing how we're doing," Keasling said.
between the David-sized schools. The Austin Peay Governors and Murray State
money dominates, some of the small"So I do not sense that at all Second Racers are separated by 73 miles and according to fans, a whole lot of animosier venue sports teams seem to get lost
thing, we only have five-to-seven ty.
in the mix, often finding themselves
home matches per year. A lot of times
"The close proximity and they used to play in a place, even though I never got
overlooked.
because it is during the spring we do to see a game there, that they used to call the Little Red Barn," Racer basketball
One sport that would definitely fit
have rains, we have to go to Kenlake. broadcaster Neil Bradley said. "I guess it was a mini version of Racer arena
that mold at Murray State is tennis People can want to come out and where the fans were right there on top of you and it was supposed to be a very
watch us play, but when the weather hard place to play."
precisely why the men and women's
doesn't cooperate then they don't get
teams share the title of "Most
Despite the Racers dominating the all-time series 69-40 in men's basketball,
Underrated Sports Team" this year.
to come out."
the Governor's won all three meetings this season. The final win came at the
The women's team, led by senior
The men, on the other hand, find Sommet Center in Nashville, Tenn., and knocked the Racers out of contention
Anne Pennington and junior Angela
themselves in an unfamiliar position. for the OVC title and NCAA tournament.
After a 1-14 record last season, the
McGahee, started the season off
"When I talk to the Austin Peay coaches I always refer to Murray as their best
quick, recording a 7-4 record thus far
Racers started quick this year posting friends," Austin Peay beat writer James Home said. "Because its that type of
and look poised to continue their suca 4-6 mark thus far. Led by sophomore rivalry that whenever it happens you throw all the records away and its just two
cess despite the lack of fan fare of
Jadir Semensin, who sports a 4-6 indi- great teams that are trying to battle each other."
some of the larger programs.
vidual record, the men will look to
The tradition and back-and-forth between the two programs is endless. From
Pennington and McGahee have
claim their best individual mark since old Racer Arena to the Little Red Barn, and phrases like "Muck Furray" and
played surprisingly well in doubles,
a 2005-2006 season that saw them fin- "Flush the Peay" the rivalry lives.
ish 6-12.
notching a 7-2 record as partners.
"Forget Duke-North Carolina. Murray State-Austin Peay is the best rivalry in
Cassidy Cunitz and Alexis Webb
the country," Ron Beaton, senior from Kennett, Mo., said.
lead the way in singles play for
Despite the severe difference in media coverage, both Bradley and Horne
Murray State, with each earning seven
agree with Beaton that the Racers and Governors are the best rivalry in the
country.
wins in 2009.
Head Coach Connie Keasling said
she doesn't feel the program is
underrated though.
"The ftrst thing is, l ·don't ·feellil+e --- - -- ~---------- -Greg·Waddell ~ ·-· -Tim MacAllister
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BEST RESIDENTIAL COLLEGE
Hart College
Hart
College
is
unique.
Voted "The Best
Place to Live on
Campus," the sevenstory building, located
in the middle of the
surrounding residential
colleges, has emerged
as a social epicenter of
campus life.
Housing many students from different
walks of life. the college
prides itself on its wellrounded approach to
the collegiate experience,
encompassing
academics, athletics
and community service.
Academic success is a
long standing tradition
of the college. making
itself evident in Hart's
Honor Society, its
Speech and Debate

Union, which won several events outside of
the University and its
academic team.
Community Service
is another way in which
the college excels, supporting various events
such as Relay for Life,
Heart Walk and other
community involvement .incl uding the
Walk to D'Feat ALS,
volunteer opportunities
with the
Humane
Society, Habitat for
Humanity and food collections for Need Line.
Not to be left out, the
athletic program at
Hart College is also
prominent.
The Ravens excelled
in sporting endeavors
during the school year,
winning the women's
tournament
softball

and finishing second in
men's softball to Alpha
Sigma Phi, before capturing the men and
women's
basketball
tournaments.
Both
teams
traveled
to
Mississippi State to
compete in the intramural regionals where
the men fmished third
out of 14 teams.
Adam Board, junior
from Webster Ky., said
playing basketball for
Hart was a great experience for him.
"It's actualJy been
one of the best things
throughout college for
me,"
Board
said.
"Playing for Hart, that's
playing for the best
team on campus"
"Playing for Hart is
different from high
school. Everybody on

Hart's basketball team
probably could have
played college ball, so
it's basically the closest
thing I have to playing
college basketball."
Wes Ring, freshman
from Nashville, Tenn.,
said the community of
Hart is the best thing
about it.
''Hart is great," Ring
said. ''There's people
always running through
the halls.... The activities the (resident advisers) have going on,
they're always pretty
clever ami fun. And
they're always trying to
get you dmvn there to
meet more people ...
and the rooms are pretty nice."
-Greg Waddell

Lauren Bell/Tile Nt'W5

Jasmine Restaurant
Thai & Sushi Bar
Thank you for voting us

"Best sushi in Murray."
506 N.12th St. Suite E
Murray, KY 42071
270. 761.THAI
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BEST ON-CAMPUS EVENT
All Campus Sing
There is a time each year when the
Quad is full of students for seemingly
as far as the eye can see when the
steps of Lovett Auditorium are occupied by dancers in bright costumes
and when music is the most important sound. This is the yearly event
many students look forward to.
A 51-year tradition, All Campus
Sing is organized by the Iota Beta
chapter of Sigma Alpha Iota, a professional women's music fraternity.
Stephanie Jones, junior from
O'Fallon, Ill., is assistant director of
the production and is also performing
for her third year. Members started
planning for the event in September
and anticipate the upcoming performance.
"One of our purposes for SAI is
spreading music through the community, campus and world," Jones said.
"It gives people who don't have the
opportunity to sing all the time to
participate. It gives people the opportunity to experience something they
never have."
During All Campus Sing, groups
such as residential colleges and
Greek organizations, form teams and
compete on the steps of Lovett.
Shelby Goodlad, junior from
Franklin, Ky., participated with the
Honors Program last year when the
group presented a "Little Shop of

Horrors" themed show.
A veteran of the stage throughout
high school, Goodlad thought partici·
pating would prove a good way to
continue performing. She said she
enjoyed it so much, she is performing
again this year with the Honors
Program and her sorority Alpha Delta
Pi.
"I had a lot of fun doing it and I got
to get a lot closer to people," Goodlad
said.
Almost as much as performing,
Goodlad enjoys watching the other
groups.
"I think every group goes out and
tries their hardest," she said. "You
always get a good show because
everyone tries really hard and wants
to do well. It's always hard to pick a
favorite of who will win.
All Campus Sing is at 4:30 p.m.
April 22 on the steps of Lovett
Auditorium.

Fife photo

·BEST PLACE TO FIND PARKING
CurrisCenter
As the hub for student life
at Murray State University,
the Curris Center draws cars
like nothing else on campus.
From personal experience
as a student, Stephen Parker,
Curris Center building manager and student worker, said
she appreciates the convenience the Curris Center
offers Murray State's campus.
For students looking for a
quick way to move between
Murray State's residential
and academic sides, Parker
said the Curris Center's parking lot makes getting to
where you need to go as easy
as crossing a street.
"The Curris Center parking
lots' position between resi-

•

L-----

---~--

dential and academic build·
ings offers a good medium,"
Parker said.
Considering the Curris
Center's ability to handle
parking needs for visiting
school groups, Parker also
views the number of available space as a draw for student parking.
Whether a handful of late
night student visitors or
busses arriving from across
the state at midday, Parker
said the Curris Center parking lots' size enables it to
handle almost any size of
demand.
"It's also a huge parking lot
- it's not just five spaces or
anything," Parker said. "Even

... -- . ·- .. ·-

when visiting schools arrive,
all the Curris Center has to
do is rope off a row for
busses. Murray State students still have a lot of room
for their cars."
Shari Wilkins, assistant
director for scheduling and
marketing for the Curris
Center, said she thinks a variety of services helps encourage student parking at the
Curris Center.
Wilkins said the central
location of student services
such as the Thoroughbred
Room, Sugar Cube and
Murray State post office
encourage parkers to view
the Curris Center as a convenient place to take care of

'

daily errands.
As opposed to other parking lots on campus, Wilkins
said students treat their time
at the Curris Center differently than many other places
at Murray State.
"Students know that their
time at the Curris Center will
be fairly short," Wilkins said.
"So, they park, do whatever
they need to do, and leave.
And of course, that opens it
up again for the next student
to do the same thing."
While Murray State continues to create more parking
opportunities for students,
Wilkins says the campus will
continue to value what the
Curris Center offers.

.
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"We like to think of ourselves as the living room of
campus," Wilkins said. "As
long as we remain userfriendly and welcoming to
students, I don't see our popularity changing a whole lot."
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BEST PLACE TO TAKE A DATE
Jasmine
Ambiance, service, delicious
Thai cuisine and a killer salad
bar awaits students the No. 1 date
place in Murray: Jasmine.
Decorated with warm colors in
a modern style, Jasmine provides
the perfect trendy place one
would expect college students to
embrace.
·
While Murray's dining options
are limited to mostly fast food
and chain restaurants, Jasmine
provides an upscale eatery per·
feet for the face-to -ace courting
experience. Jasmine's exotic
atmosphere and menu entices
those ladies and gentlemen trying to woo their significant oth·
ers and make striking first
impressions.
There is a little something for
everyone at Jasmine. Along with
sushi, an immaculate grilled
salmon and a unique ginger salad
dressing, Jasmine also serves
alcohol and the service is some
of the best in town. Diners need
only press the service button
found on the table and a friendly
waitress will appear.
Ethne Evans, junior from
Shelbyville, Ky., and her date
once chose to go to Jasmine

lauren Bt-11/The N ews

because of the variety it provides.
Evans
appreciates
Jasmine's upscale feel compared
to most places available in
Murray.
"Considering that Murray has
so few date places, Jasmine's
price and quality are to the higher end of what Murray has to
offer," Evans said.
Riordan
Scalzitti-Sanders,
junior from Chicago, said he
takes his girlfriend to Jasmine
frequently.
"It has a pretty calm atmos-

phere. It's kind of exotic. Not
like, 'Let's go to KFC.' It's not like
a fast food joint where they give
you your food and you never see
them again. There is good service and a really good atmosphere."
Located in the same strip mall
as Los Portales and Tom's Grill,
Jasmine's uniqueness is what
makes it most attractive. That
and the reasonably priced menu
make it a place where one will
certainly find love is in the air.
-Brittany Andrews

BEST PLACE TO GET A TATTOO
Ain't That Art
Choosing a place to
get inked is like choosing a lover - you don't
want to settle for second best. You want
someone you can trust,
someone who's clean,
someone who knows
exactly what you want
and is willing to give
you that.
Murray State stu·
dents seeking ink commitment chose Ain't
That Art as Murray's
best tattoo parlor.
Jason Agee, a tattoo
artist at the establishment, said he thinks
students picked the
store thanks to the
quality of work.
"One of our things is
tattoos are for life so do

......................
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it right," Agee said.
Ain't That Art, owned
by Jerry Rlegger, has
more than 58 years
combined experience
in tattoos and body
piercing according to
aintthatarttattoos.com.
Word
of mouth
brings in a lot of new
customers, Agee said.
"People get some·
thing good and tell their
friends, their friends
decide to get something
just as cool," he said.
Agee, who's been tattooing for six-and-ahalf years, said he has
always been a fan of tattoos and learned to ink
after meeting Riegger.
Agee said he has 10 tattoos, but is "always

.IJU~. ~· ~"~(' • :i

~f..l•'&'·•,tt"''''

lauren Lanham/The New5

looking for that next
piece."
Agee said he thinks
the town is a good fit
with the store.
"It's a good place
because it's a college
town," Agee said. "You
get to see a lot of differ-

ent faces every year.
Every year brings in
new people. There are
always a fresh crop (of
students) looking for
new artwork:'
-Charlotte Kyle

. _,•,:. ,'.~··,.·
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Happy Hour 3-6 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
Well Shots $2
2 for I Well Drinks for S4..2o Mon.- Sat.

216 N 1;th St., Murray· 270-7;9- FOOD (1663)
SANDWICHES
Build Your Own Sub
OLD WORLD PIZZA
S.·99 for 6" .........•.•...•.....••••••.••••.••.•... 16.99 for I 2"
SPECIALITY
Choice of white or wheat Sub Roll, Bavarian Pretzel Roll,
7'' Personal Pizza ............................$5.49 Panini bread or wrap. Served hot, .(ol~ toasted or pressed
SANDWICHES
12" Medium Pizza...........................$9.60
16" Large Pizza .................~ .............$13.29

Margarita·feta, mozzarella and pimnesan cheeses,
tomato sauce, fresh tomatoes and basil.
Quatro Staggione (sta-ge -onei)-olives, feta
cheese, parmesan cheese, mushrooms and pickles.
Specialiteeta·tomato sauce, smoked chicken, parmesan cheese, mushrooms and pickles.
Thtti Santa-tomato sauce, smoked turkey, cream
cheese and parmesan cheese.
Calzone (open)-ham, parmesan cheese,
mozzarella cheese, cream cheese, mushrooms and
smoked chicken.
Lambardia-tomato sauce, parmesan cheese, genoa
salami, mushrooms, cream cheese, olives and pickles.
Stella-tomato sauce, parmesan cheese, peppers,
pancetta and olives.
Bella-tomato sauce, parmesan cheese, feta cheese,
salami, mushroom and tomatoes.
VioDa-tomato sauce, parmesan cheese, salami and
mushrooms.
Cabriccosa (ca-bre-cho-zahomato sauce,
parmesan cheese, ham, smoked chicken and egg.
Vegetariana-tomato sauce, parmesan cheese,
mushrooms, peppers, olives, onions, tomatoes and
broccoli.
M e:Dcana-tomato sauce, parmesan cheese, pancetta,
com, pepper, garlic and olives.
Fiorella-tomato sauce, parmesan cheese. pancetta,
mushrooms and cream cheese.
Lacio Oa-ziohomato sauce, sliced chicken franks,
parmesan cheese and pickles.
La ScaDa-tomato sauce, pannesan cheese, feta cheese,
pancetta, cream cheese, peppers, aaushrooms and olives.
Build Your Own-choose what you want from any of
our toppings and make it your own pizza. Up to 3
toppings is free; $1 per toppiftg afterward.
Marianar sauce, pannesan 'IJld mor:zarella cheeses do
not count as toppings.

xc.hu

on Panini grill. Your choice of one cheese and one meat. $1
for each additional meat.
Meat-Ham, Roast Beef, Turk~ BBQ, Salami, Roasted
Chicken, Chicken Salad, Smoked Chicken Salad, Tuna
Salad, Bacon, Pepperoni
Cheese-Swiss, Pepper Jack, Provolone, American
Toppings-Lettuce, Tomato, Banana 'Peppers, Green Peppers,
Jalapeno Peppers, Onions, Pi~ Mayonnaise, Mustard,
Ketchup, BBQ Sauce, Chipotle, Honey Mustard, Ranch,
Spicy Mustard

Served with our b~made chips, French fries
or balced potato salad.
Add a fide salad for S1.49.
F.N . S andwic:la:, 17·99-House favorite!
Turkey. ham aad roast beef, bacon, cheese,
lettuce and tomato. Served on our Bavarian
Pretzel Roll.
Classic Reabea, 56.99-served on rye bread,
corned b'eef, sauerkraut, Swiss cheese, with
house dressing.
Ze~ Grilled Chicken , 56.99·8 oz. chicken
Panini & w•..,a•··· ······ ····· ······························Ss·49 bre~t, smothered in mushrooms, topped with
Served with our homemade chips or baked pawo salad
baton, honey mustard and monterrey jack and
cheddar cheese. Served on a hamburger bun.
Smokey Jack Plmini-smoked turkey breast and bacon,
with pepper jack cheese, tomatoes, Russian d ressing, pressed Pft8h Smollled'Jbdaeyor Ham Deli, St-99"
freshly prepared hickory ham or smoked turkey
between French bread
with
your choice of colby o r Swiss cheese, letCbic:ken Panini-Marinated chicken with provolone che*,
tuce, tomato, mustard, mayonnaise and onion.
basil pesto with pine nuts and tomatoes, pressed betweeJa
Served with fries.
French bread
Grilled Chickea PortobeDo, Ss·99-tender
Sp~ Roasted Chicken Panini or Wrap-Marina~ dJieken
grilled chicken topped with a juicy grilled
breast with provolone and pepper jack cheelit. ~. toma- portabella mushroom and Swiss cheese.
to, Dlixed peppers, onions and chipotle ~·
Grilled Cheae aad Shrimp, S.-29"ttY this
Italian Paainhalami, pepperoni, p rov<:11P• and American spectacular combination, tender grilled shrimp
cheese, lettuce, tomato, mayonnaise aad ~d.
between melted colby jack cheeses on grilled bread
Chicken Pumesaa, Ss·99"801den fried chicken
CJricken Salad Wrap-classic chicken sabd rolled up in
lettuce and tomato with your choic;e of white or wheat tortilla topped with our own special tomato sauce and
Smoked Otickrn Salad'Wiap ~chicken salad rolled up melted mozzarella and parmesan cheese.
Sm oked Turkey Ruebea, Ss.29·tender
in lettuce and tomato with )UW' chrJi::e ofwhite or wheat tortilla.
'nma Salad Wrap-classic ~ qJad rolled up in lettu<."e and smoked turkey b reast served on grilled marbled
rye bread topped with Swiss cheese, sauertomato with your choice of~ or wheat tortilla.
kraut, and Russian dressing.
1brkey Bacoa aad RaiiCh- - . ,-classic turkey. bacon,
Meatball Sub, S.·99 for 6" or 56.99 for u"homemade ranch dressia& lettuce and tomato on your
French roll stuffed with delicious meatballs
choice of white or wheat tortilla.
smothered in our zesty marinara sauce, topped
Gdlled Chickeo ~~zesty grilled chicken rolled
with mozzarella cheese.
up with lettuce, ~ Caesar dressing and parmesan cheese. 'IUrkey Club Sub, S.·99 for 6" or 16.99
Salads, Ho.e• Caesar .•................. Sf.99 for u "-your choice of white or wheat sub piled
with turkey. bacon, lettuce, Swiss cheese,
American cheese and mayonnaise.
Rep1ar Club, S.·99 for 6" or 56.99 for u "Served wid!,~ o r baked potato salad upon request. Add a your choice of white or wheat sub served with
ham, roast beef, ~ America and Swiss
~ ·
double meat patties, double cheese, onion, cheese, lettuce, tomato and mayonnaise.
lettuCe
iomato. Pickle spear upon
Lapa' BLT, S.·99 for 6" or 16.99 for u "on a white or wheat hoagie, jalapeno bacon,
$5.6cJ
69 classic bacon, lettuce, tomato and mayonnaise.
PhiDy Cheeee Steak, Ss·49 for 6" or 17·49
for u"-French roll served with a mix of red and
Swiss, colby jack, mozzarella, bleu, feta
green
peppers, onions and beef smothered with
bacon, ham, smoked turkey
cheese.
mgs: cucumbers, sauteed mushrooms, grilled o nions,
lettuce, tomato, BBQ sauce, olives, ketchup, mustard,
mayonnaise, teriyaki sauce, tomato sauce

BURGERS
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BEST BRIDAL REGISRY
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Wai-Mart
Pl.anniQI a weckli"' ls dift'icult ill itself without havirJ& to deal with :a bridal
registry. That's why Wal-Mart, located on North 12th StNet. was "tOted the best
place in towD for bridallelistration.
'lb provide the most convenience for it"s customen. General MaDser Jerry
Cooper said Wal-Man is pushing customers to register via the store~ and
its Web site.
Cooper said the kiosks, or the Automated Customer Service MeMines.located throughout the store. are making it easier for~ to pt through what
could be a confusiug process.
.
WXbe kiosks are located in our store and are very user-frlendlv... Cooper said.
"The customer can walk right up to the kiosk. scan the item tbe.y want to register and simply check it out."
According to internetretailer.com. the implementation of these ldosb is
somethina that is goi"' to brins the store up to speed in compariton to other
re~ers.
·
Michael Holladay. senior from Louisville, Ky., used the tiosk feature at WalMan for a friend who had registered at this locatiOD. and he said the whole
process was much easier than he expected.
"''ve never really had to use anything like this to ~ a sift for a wedd.iD& but I was assuming it was going to be a coofusiDs,• Holladay .ucL -what
I did was much easier than I had thought and it's nice that the store has this
option in a town like this. There•s not really many places to register for a weddiD& so to have $011letbi"' like this in Murray is peat for the- city."
In order to register online at Wal-Mart, simply go to wal-

Lauren Beii/7'M News

BEST GIFT BOUTIQUE

mart.com/giftregistry.

At this site customers can fmd a registry by simply ~log in the flrst and last
name. He or she can also create a more penonal regiitry by adding In wedding
inf'ormation. personal messages and various registry options.

Vintage Rose
With Vera Bradley
purses galore, a myriad
of b~dal necessities
and idyllic flair, Vintase
Rose is Murray State
students• favorite boutique.
While its location at
303 N. 12th St. in
Murray is not the closest to campus, Owner
Sarah Jones. said the
boutique"s products are
what keep students
coming back.
"We are crazy about
having college students
here." Jones said.
Selling not only Vera
Bradley
products.
which makes the boutique the only dealer in
the area, Jones said
Vintage Rose also sells
jewelry. greeting cards
and personalized stationery.
"We try to have a
unique product selection,., Jones said.
For students from
urban areas who may
have trouble adjusting
to a decrease in shopping options, Jones said

she hopes Vintage Rose
fills th~ void.
..It's nice for students
to come to a retail store
to buy things they are
generally accustomed
to buying at home,"
Jones said.
Open from 10 a.m. to
S p.m. Monday through
Friday, Jones said the
bulk of customers who
enter her store are
either college students
or those planning for a
wedding.
Jones said numerous
couples plasming for
matrimony register at
Vintage Rose.
With
all
the
accouchements necessary for a wedding,
Jones said the retail in
wedding-related businesa~ her favorite.
..1'-ft jqst always
loved retail ..• Anything
related to bridal registry," Jones said.
Open 13 years and
stationed at the current
location for five years,
Jones said she appreciates students' business.

Exuding a friendly
environment, welcoming attitude and Yarious
retail options, Jones
said these are the goals
she has for Vintage
ROse.
Said }oDeS: '"Tbis is a
bia boDOr to be chosen
by Murray State students. because they are
right here with us
everyday.•

BEST OUTDOOR V!NUE
Land Between the Lakes

D1lriDI the warm, summertime
months. you may hear the beaches of
Florida or California calling your
name.
But if your pocketbook can"t aft'ord
such distant luxuries, a cheaper aod
more adventurous option is Land
between the Lakes.
Located in Cadiz. Ky., just 28 miles
from campus, according to its Web
site Jbl.(q. Land Between the Lakes
offers hiking, biking. camping. fishin& horseback riding. hunting. an offbJahway vehicle area, water sports,
wJ1dlife viewing and heritage travel.
Many of the events are free IUid
some of the attraCtions such as the
planetartum. nature station. homeplace and a 100 acre Elk and Bison
prairie are educational programs
open to all ages.
I LBL provides entertaining outdoor
education and has a list of events for
the .rest of the year on its website.
Because of its locality and availabil1 ity, Land Between the Lakes can be a
one-day adventure or a weekend
-Robin Phelps retreat for students, friends or family

I

members of all ages.
Because of the recent ice storm.
some ol the attractions are temporarily closed.
For more information on actirities,
dates.lodslaa. event planning. history
or manaaemeut so to lbLorg or call

270-924-2000.

-Jess Nall

~
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BEST PLACE TO GET A HAIRCUT
Attitudes Hair Design
If you're tired of paying an arm and
a leg to get your hair cut while you sit
in a dark salon full of smelly old
ladies getting their weekly do, then
Attitudes Hair Design is the salon for
you.
Conveniently located at the comer
of Coldwater and Parks streets, this
trendy salon resonates in a bright and
modern atmosphere.
·~ythlng goes," co-owner Kim Hill
said. "People enjoy it here because
we're normal and laid back. We create a very open atmosphere and we
like to pick on people in a nice way.
We just have fun doing what we do."
In its 14th year of business in
Murray, Attitudes is recognized as
the "Best Place to get a Haircut" for
the second consecutive time and has
received
various
other
Murray/Calloway County awards
which are on display in the shop area.
The friendly staff is pleased to
cater to Murray State students, faculty and staff. In fact, $5 eyebrow waxes
and $7 men's haircuts, normally
priced at $10 each, are offered on

a reasonable price. I come here
because it's a friendly and fun place
to be."
Business hours vary according to
scheduled appointments, but their
door is usually always open from 8
a.m. until 9 p.m. Monday through
Saturday.
Call Attitudes Hair Design at 270759-1100 to schedule an appointment
at the most favored hair salon in all of
Murray.
The radiant atmosphere, resulting
from the colorful decor and easygoing personalities genuinely shown
by the employees at Attitudes Hair
Design, is sure to make you a satisfied and devoted consumer like much
of Murray State's population.
Courtney CrainfThe New:;

Mondays with the presentation of
your Racer Card.
Attitudes Hair Design provides an
array of services including cuts, highlights, color, ethnic hair. perms, updos, eye lash tinting and waxing.
Sarah
Willig,
senior
from

Hopkinsville, Ky., is a loyal consumer
at Attitudes. Since her fJist visit to
the salon two years ago, Attitudes is
her No. 1 choice for trims, color and
highlights.
"The stylists do a great job at
Attitudes," Willig said. "And it's all at

-Elizabeth johnson

-
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BEST BOOKSTORE
Bradley Book Company
Textbooks may put a sizeable dent
in many students' wallets, but Bradley
Book Company was voted as the best
place to do that.
Chris Bradley, textbook manager at
Bradley Book Company, said the store
was probably given this title due to
their low costs and great service.
"There are better used books, and
just a better general attitude than
other places," he said. "This place is
run by students, so we have a better
understanding of how students feel
about buying books."
Bradley is a senior at Murray State
majoring in computer information
systems. His family opened the store
22 years ago, and he has worked there
as the manager for three years.
Katie LeBlanc, freshman from
Hardinsburg, Ky., is a patron of
Bradley Book Company.
"The books themselves were in
good shape, and the people were nice,
it was a really good experience," she
said. "Plus I saved about $150 for six
books.
"I would absolutely recommend it

to other students, and even though it
takes away from the University
(Store), maybe it will make them
lower their prices too. I checked
prices at the bookstore, at Book and
Bean and a Bradley, and Bradley was
the cheapest."
Bradley Book Company is located
at 1303 Chestnut St. near White
College. They are open year-round
for textbook purchase and buyback.
For more information about the
store, call 270-753-8767.

-Mia Walters

Courtney Craln/The News

Thanks Murray State for
voting us Best Coffee~ . .-.-.-. . . . . .
L..
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BEST PIZZA
Matt B's
"It's fabulous!"
Daniellc Gosselin, senior from Westfield. Mass.,
said it is easy to understand why Matt B's was voted
the best pizza in Murray, again.
A student favorite for years, Matt B's Main Street
Pizza is located at 1411 Main Street between Zax and
Corvette Lanes. The lines out the door indicate how
much students and the community enjoy Matt B's
pizza.
Gosselin first tried Matt B's as a freshman. While
in town for freshman orientation, Gosselin and her
mother searched for a place to eat.
"We found Matt B's as we were getting desperate,"
Gosselin said. "I tried a piece of that pizza and I was
pleasantly surprised."
Gosselin said she has tasted many different kinds
of pizza in her hometown, but to her Matt B's is high
on the list. She said their selection is satisfactory
with meat lovers, pepperoni, cheese, veggie and
some specials.
Customers also receive a braided breadstick with
salad, which Gosselin said is the perfect combination.
As for the pizza. she said there's little more to ask
for.
"It has nice, thick crust loaded with pepperoni,"
Gosselin said. "It's scrumptious!"
Newly remodeled with booths, Matt B's provides
limited seating, but it doesn't seem to take away
from the establishment's success.

-Bee Feldhaus

Krbtin Miller/The NPw~

BEST MEXICAN
Los Portales

1

--

Forget typical fast food and
drivc-thru for quick meals. Los
Portales, a local Mexican restaurant, offers authentic Mexican
food in an atmosphere to match
it. Los Portales is this year's best
Mexican restaurant.
Ramon Lopez, part-owner of
the restaurant, said some of the
favorite dishes include Polio
Loco, Pechuga Frita, Cheese
Steak, Fiesta Fajita and fajita
Rancheras.
"I was working in another
Mexican restaurant and decided
to open one," he said.
Lopez opened the restaurant
on Feb. 6, 1996. Since its opening,
the restaurant has earned the
title of Favorite Mexican
Restaurant from the Murray

Ledger & Times for seven consecutive years.
Translated to English, the
words "los portales" mean "the
arches." In many towns in
Mexico, arches fill the downtown
areas and symbolize a place for
everyone to congregate and eat.
Los Portales offers the same
experience in Murray. Complete
with Mexican music from various Spanish artists and sizzling
Mexican dishes, the restaurant
provides an environment for
people to sit down with family,
friends or coworkers to try
something culturally different.
They even celebrate birthdays
with a song. a dessert and a sombrero for the birthday person.
Los Portales is a family restau-

rant located in the Olympic Plaza
next to Dollar Tree and Jasmine.
It is open from ll a.m.-10 p.m.
everyday. For more information
call 767-0315.

-Laura Cash
~
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BEST
Quarter's campus

Doa't pt uae wrona: ..,.... w
good. but you can oaly eat 10 . . . - .
Buy Mac: IS Dice, but it
4'1
bliriD& lte8d.y diet. Pizza Is peat. fiut;
it ·JetS old. SQmedmes. you jult .....

ID8Jt.et;-

a hot, juicy hurlerlor tile third consecutive ~
Qpaner's Campus GdU lias the belt
1nifser in Murray.
Co-owner Leslie Wormsbacher said
she was thrilled by studeats ~
•Qparters keeps stuc:leats co.U.
back for the taste of the best hur8er
on campus." Wormsbacber saicL -tbe
burgers are halld-pltted ~ .......,
lag, along with fresh w~ Tbe
burgers are made to Old& I tbiDt
that's the tey.•

Wormsbacber czedilecl tile ~
ous owaer for the bulpn.
"'Eel Huclains ~these~

that the
WOi1Dibacber

era

stuaeDta

~

said.

(Wormsbacher's busW llld

Cfeo!.

BEST BEER

BEST
DELIVERY

SEL~..

Baldy's
We've all been there: it's miclatlbt aad JOU'Ie- ltaitlaf. Where
in Murray can you get food? Put Track 18 elolecl, . . Ol!fle
restaurants are closed. Plus. I mea. yaa're akeady Ill JOililt .....

wear.

Do you have a phone? 'Yeji Then call Blidy's, this year's wiDner
of Best Delivery in Murray.
Matt ADpl is lllistaDt ,.,.... at BIJdr's.
--we specialize in delivery more tblil
or ~·
ADsel said. "'It's where most of our lftlllUe-11 .......
Baldy's is espedally pd b a collep toWD .,_._ tbe,"'e
open until! a.m. seven da7a a week.
student crowd Ia made up more of ..,.... peepli,•
Angel said. '"We're one of the few bulbl. .es to ltay opea 1bit
late, so we obviously get aa advantap.•
Baldy's Ia available for lunch aDd c1iaDer: 1IOG.
1b further cater to students, ......,... clelherl all .....
with DO delivery charp.
... thiDk that also belps out with . . . .~: Alalll..W.
Balcly'a baa'-wide selec:don .,...,._fer ..._,..AI!n._.~
--we ofter etetJ,t' from CIIIIGMs, ....... IIDCiw•i:llel~,.....
salads and . . .ta,• AJipll8icL ....... ..,...... . .ddclllla
to fish to ateak..
So, the am time you WIDt IDCMl

._.Ia
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1303 Chestnut Street · Murray · 270-753-8767

~

DLEy~

BOOK COMPANY
DISCOUNT COLLEGE *I'EXTBOOKS

Simply drop off your schedule of classes for the ...

GUARANTEED lOWEST PRICE$
ON COLLECE TEXTBOOK$.••
PE-R/00!
We would like to thank Murray State University for
voting us "Best Bookstore." We value
your business and look forward to serving you
in the years to come!
The area's only Full Service Bookstore!
You don't have to hunt for your books. We do it for you!

No Hassle!
bradleybook. com
Of "'

by calling toll free:
We pay cash for textbooks ..•
1
11\~U'\.
year round!
'(.\J\,.J

'.

-..
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BEST BARTENDERS
Vitello's
"Just extensive knowledge
of drinks and terminology,"
Brent Boyd said on what it
takes to be one of the best
bartenders in Murray. ·~nd
also just being able to relate
to people; people skills are
very, very important."
Boyd,
bartender
at
Vitello's, said customer service is what makes the bartenders at Vitello's the best
in Murray.
"We treat our customers
better than any other bartenders," Boyd said. "I
remember everybody's name
as much as possible, and I try
to remember what drink they
drink on a regular basis. And
I do a good job of it."
Boyd said part of that customer service comes with
the ability to multitask.

"I can take an oraer while
I'm making a drink and I'm
listening to one of the waitresses giving me an order
also, so it takes a lot of multitasking and patience," Boyd
said. "Patience is a virtue in
this because I've got people
yelling at me from all sides
all the time."
He said listening to his customers is another huge part
of the job.
..Tear in the beer all day,"
Boyd said. "It happens a lot."
Boyd said despite the hectic environment, be enjoys
being a bartender.
"It's pretty fun a lot of the
time," Boyd said. "It gets
stressful when it gets really
busy, but for the most part I
enjoy it a lot."
Boyd said he serves mostly

beer to customers, and while
he doesn't have a specialty,
he said he tries to make
every drink the best drink he
can make.
Boyd said many of Vitello's
customers that come in daily
are regulars, but he said
Thursdays and Fridays bring
in a wider variety of people.
Boyd does have advice for
other bartenders around
town: "It takes practice. The
more you do it the better you
can get at it."
Vitello's has happy hour
Monday-Friday from 3 to 6
p.m. Domestic pitchers are
$3 and domestic drafts are $1.

Located
in the
lower
level of

New Life
Christian Bookstore

• Free WiFi •
Open: 7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m. Mon.- Fri.
8 a.m. - 5 p.m. Sat.

270-753-1640

lauren lanham'The News

• No Monthly
Maintenance Fee
• No Minimum Balance
requirements
• Unlimited Check Writing
• ATMNisa Debit Card
• Free First Order of Checks
• Free Online Banking &
Bill Pay

Your future is BOW. Wt waJJt to lit aJMTf ofit!

Christian Bookstore
fhu} go1 ._ cfitY/)
((t

1ct •

-Ashley Edwards

5TH & MAIN ST. • 270-753- 1622

We Make it Simple!
630 North 12th Street, Murray, KY 42071
270.759 • 4852

bankofcadiz.com

Member FDIC
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BEST COFFEE
Fidalgo Bay
It seems that no matter what time of
the year it is, students will always
flock to the nearest place to get their
caffeine fix. Fidalgo Bay was voted by
Murray State students as the No. 1
place to get that fresh brew.
Melanie Miller, manager of Fidalgo
Bay said the reason for such an honor
is due to its customer service and
great coffee.
"We're the only coffee shop in town
like this," Miller said "We're the only
one with a drive-thru, we pride ourselves on a great cup of coffee and I
think it has to do with the fact that we
know the customers by name."
According to Miller, the customers
keep wanting to come back to chat
with the people serving them.
"It's a totally different atmosphere;'
Miller said. "When a customer comes
in every day and even when we just
see them drive into our parking lot

we're going to get that coffee ready."
Miller also said employees enjoy
communicating with customers.
"We like to joke with them, cut up
with them," Miller said. "For me it's
all about the customers."
Going to Fidalgo Bay will give students and others the opportunity to
have the freshest coffee in town,
according to Miller.
"We get coffee that is fresh," Miller
said. "With our coffee, you aren't
going to fmd something that has been
sitting in a warehouse for days or
even weeks. We get it shipped here
from the freshest source."

-Jason Morrow

BEST LATE NIGHT MUNCHIES

BEST SUSHI

McDonald's

Jasmine
Where does one go when they have a craving that deep-fried
and fast food just cannot satisfy? Jasmine seems like the restaurant of choice when it comes to sushi for Murray State students.
Apichai Champanichkarn, (also known as Art), is the owner of
Jasmine and is very happy with the restaurants success over the
past few years.
In 2006, when the restaurant opened, it was simply Tae food.
Since then, sushi was added to the menu and then the name
Jasmine.
"It's the quality of the sushi and freshness of the fish," Art said.
"It also helps that we are doing sushi for the library and places
like Fast Track."
But great sushi is not the only thing keeping customers banging on the doors to get in these days.
"Our servers try to make a good relationship with each customer," Art said. "Customers remember that when they come
back, and it makes the atmosphere feel more personal."
When coming up for the name for Jasmine, Art sifted through
a plethora of names hoping to come up with the right one. He
finally settled on Jasmine, for no particular reason other than it
sounded nice and was memorable.
"It sounded better than Tae Kitchen," Art said. "Jasmine just
stuck. And from the minute you walk in, the atmosphere is great
and you get services from our staff to take-care of the customer."

-Jason Morrow
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For that late night food
craving all too familiar for
the average college student,
Murray State students
voted McDonald's as the
best spot in town for afterhour munchies.
The restaurant, located
on South 12th Street,
recently extended their
hours of operation to 24
hours to better serve the
community.
Zach Barnard, senior
from Owensboro, Ky., said
he
usually
chooses
McDonald's late at night
because of the convenient
hours.
"It's nice to have a place
open that late if you ever
get hungry at that hour,"
Barnard said. "Not everyone is on the same eating
schedule, so for a place to
be open 24 hours gives the
customers the option to
choose when the most convenient time for them to
eat is."
Not only are McDonald's
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Lauren Lanham/The News

hours fitting for a community of primarily college
students, the menu is also
something that attracts a
number of customers.
Tim Clements, manager
of the Murray location, said
the variety of choices, from
the dollar menu to the
breakfast menu, provide
low-budget options for students.
"I think it's about options
and
affordability,"
Clements said. "The dollar
menu is something that we
provide that can work with
our customers who are on a
budget."
Clements also said the
Murray location will have a
McCafe menu, offering a
wide variety of expresso
coffee, muff'ms and cakes
with hopes drawing more
customers for the breakfast
hours.
Logan Akridge, senior
from Eddyville, Ky., said he
is usually up late throughout the week so he enjoys

the fact McDonald's offers
breakfast at the time it
does.
"After a late night, there's
nothing I would rather
have then McDonald's at
that time," Akridge said.
·~ far as fast food goes it's
the best place around here,
no matter what the hour."

-Alison Mugler
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BEST CHINESE
August Moon
If you're looking for great tasting,
authentic Chinese food fitting for a
college student budget, make sure
you visit the August Moon Buffet and
Grill located at the north end of
Murray State's campus, next to Lowes
on 1550 Lowes Drive.
August Moon, open since 1990, has
earned the title of Murray's Best
Chinese Restaurant e.v ery year since
2002 and is a favorite for college stu·
dents and families alike.
The instant you step betW~cn the
two picturesque lion statues and walk
inside the restaurant, you're visually
treated to traditional Chinese artwork
with sculptures, paintings and beauti·
fully lighted etched glass partitions
between tables, that lets you know
you're in a friendly atmosphere.
August Moon has a full menu of
individual plates of Chinese food,
ranging from mandarin duck to moo

goo gai pan and everything in
between, priced at less than $10 a
plate.
"I absolutely love getting August
Moon's crab-meat rangoons," said
customer D.J. Irvine. "They're not
that expensive. so I never get tired of
eating plates full of them."
Most regulars will tell you the best
way to experience the restaurant is by
ordering the buffet. August Moon's
large lunch buffet costs $5.99 (Mon.·
Sat.) and $7.99 (Sun.), for dinner, a
buffet will cost you $8.49 for all you
can eat.
The buffet is regularly stocked with
general tao chicken, chow mein, pep·
per steak, moo goo gai pan, and sushi,
just to name a few of the items
served.
"I go to August Moon probably
once a month with my girlfriend and
my friends," Branden Edmonds,

Courtney Crain/The New~

junior from Ledbetter, Ky., said.
"Their general tao chicken is definite·
ly my favorite thing on the buffet. I'd
recommend that anyone who's never
been there before."
August Moon also takes orders for
take-out and accepts most major
credit cards and checks. The restau·

rant is open 10:45 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Sunday through Thursday and 10:45
a.m. - 10:00 p.m. Friday and Saturday.

-Will Pinkston

BEST SERVICE
Jasmine

lauren lanham/The News

"They open early, and
have very good service," Gill
said. "Not only do they provide great food to cure a
hangover, they also provide
daily specials so the food is
affordable after spending all
money on alcohol."
Quarter'sCampusGrill ourCampus
Grill is located
The doors open bright and
across the street from
early with breakfast and
Wilson Hall. Because of its
convenient
location,
lunch specials avaliable
throughout the day; no won· · - Campus Grill is a conveder Quarter's Campus Grill
nient hangover cure.
"It's just nice to wake up
was voted as the best place
and walk in the fresh air and
in Murray to cure a hangwalk into a place with amazover.
ing cheeseburgers after a
· Andy Gill, senior from
night of partying," Gill said.
Sarasota, Fla, said Campus
Grill provides a great meal
"You really can't beat it; it's
as a remedy to a crazy weekimpossible to top."
·Ricky Martin
end.

BEST FOOD
TO CURE A
HANGOVER

After a stressful week of
class, work and various other
activities, there's nothing
worse than going out to dinner where your servers are
carefree, getting orders
wrong, rude and unwilling to
kindly offer you another beverage.
Luckily, Jasmine, with its
Asian-inspired menu including Thai cuisine and a sushi
bar, on N. 12th Street bas the
best service in town.
"Service is very important,"
owner
Apichai
Charnpanichkam, who goes
by Art, said. "It's the key to
any successful restaurant. We
always want to make sure our
customers get the best food
and service when they leave
here. With this recognition,
we hope to continue and even
want to do better."
Jasmine's laid back and
friendly employees take pride
in effectively satisfying their
customers.
'1asmine has great food,"
Murray State alumna Laura
Woodruff of Wynne, Ark.,
said. "It's a nice atmosphere.
Servers are always very atten-

tive and quick to get your
food out to your table."
Each table is equipped with
a device which, when
pressed, will notify your
server that their presence is
needed in case of a problem
or question.
The
organization
of
Jasmine's service makes it a
favorite pick for delicious
food such as its wide variety
of sushi and other foreign
dishes, otherwise unknown
to many Murray State affiliates.
"We already have a sys·
tern," Art said. "When we hire
new employees, they blend in
with our culture and learn
how we take care of cus·
tomers. They follow our
servers to get familiar with
everything. Once we know
they can do the job well and
understand everything, they
do it on their own."
Whether your servers
make small talk, have indepth discussions, or laugh
along with your party's jokes,
Jasmine is the best place in
Murray to bask in great and
friendly service.

Courtney Crain!The N&v>

"We take pride in the rela·
tionships
between
our
servers and customers," Art
said. "With repeat customers,
we remember names, faces
and orders. We want our cus·
tomers to feel comfortable in
our restaurant."
Jasmine serves food from 11
a.m. · 9:30 p.m. Monday
through Saturday and ll a.m. ·
9 p.m. on Sundays excluding
the hours between 3 · 5 p.m.
Carry-out is a favorite for
many customers at Jasmine
because their food is freshly
prepared just in time for the
customer to pick it up. To
place a carry out order call
270-761-THAI.
·Elizabeth Johnson
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BEST PLACE FOR LIVE MUSIC
Big Apple Cafe
For students who want to see
an eclectic mix of live acts. The
Big Apple Cafe reigns supreme.
Owner Kaycee Cooper said 25
years of growth and bringing
music to the community contributes to the restaurant's success.
"We have a variety of different
kinds of music," she said. "An
appearance (at the Apple) can
generate a lot of popularity.
Building a reputation here often
leads to a lot more gigs."
Cooper said she often gets calls
from locals to recommend bands.
and the bands that play at The
Big Apple Cafe often go on to
play at sorority formals, proms
and weddings.
The Big Apple Cafe offers live
music on Thursday at 9 p.m. for
those 21 and up with a $5 cover
charge. Bands also play twice a
month on Tuesdays for all ages.
Saturday performances also
heat up Murray nights once a
month from March through
September.
At least 120 people are guaranteed at a Thursday night performance, but as many as 400 people often come to enjoy bands
such as Bordertown, Cooper
said.
Cooper said the longevity of
the music and the diversity of the
performances, from Clarence
Dobbins to Warren Haynes, keep
people coming to The Big Apple
Cafe.
Some of the most regular local
bands appearing at The Big
Apple include the Murr-Vegas
All Stars, Hoosier Daddy, the
John Sutton Band, Bawn in the
Mash and Clarence Dobbins.
"No matter what kind of music
you enjoy, there is always good
music on Thursday night,"
Cooper said "You can be guaranteed you get your $5 worth.
"Even if you haven't heard of
the band before. you should
come give them a shot. Support
your local music scene."
Todd Hill, lecturer and director of jazz ensembles in the
music department, leads the jazz
band often in Thesday night performances at The Big Apple
cafe.
"The Apple is such a relaxed,
informal atmosphere," he said.
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"People listen to music for many,
many different reasons: to relax,
to excite, to be entertained, to
dance. The Apple can provide a
great setting for all of these. Plus,
the Apple is such a great local
tradition."
Hill said allowing the jazz
ensembles to play at the Big
Apple provides a memorable
experience for students.
"The Jazz Band, the Jazz
Combo and the Jazz Orchestra
have all played there in the past
three years," he said. "The only
challenge is getting two full ISpiece big bands into a relatively
small area. By embracing the jazz
program, the Apple has provided
a venue in which the students
can experience what a real-life
gig is like."
The Big Apple Cafe is located

at 1005 Arcadia Circle, and it is
owned by Boone Chambers and
Kaycee Cooper.
For more information on the
bands at The Big Apple Cafe,
contact Kaycee Cooper at 270759-8866
or
bigapplemurray@gmail.com.
The restaurant in open 11 a.m.
to midnight Monday-Saturday.

-Megan Locke
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BEST LOCAL BAND
Devll's Threeway
Two months ap. Tile
'tbr~ ,· Jiad ~
tbnDec:L t.aead. the iDdividual ~ would_play o.J,t•
akte !~ College for
pasaenby. Now. the trio
hOlds die title of favorite
local baM.
Roger McDonald. fresh·
111111 &om Bdwazdrlil1e. DL,
said this Is only the bepl·

Devil'•

...

-wew played twice :md
sold 30 IPs in two months, so
rm 3:eeatn1 in two more
moD
we'll be OJt MTY," be
joked.
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band said they hope to complete an album and want to
pin local popularity.
They haven't let this prestisious honor go to their
heads, even after partlcipat·
iDs in their ftnt interview•
"Can this be the interview
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BEST PLACE TO CELEBRATE
YOUR 21ST BIRTHDAY
Nick's Family Sports Pub
One of the last rights of passage into adulthood is usually
accented with bar hopping and
several alcoholic beverages.
A 21st birthday is a day of
celebration, often soon forgotten by the lucky birthday boy
or girl.
At Murray State, even
though the county is damp,
students still celebrate the
milestone in their friend's
lives. The Murray State News
found, after polling students,
that Nick's Sports Bar and Grill
is the best place to celebrate
your 21st birthday.
Jamie Wireman, general
manager of Nick's, said she
wasn't surprised Nick's was
chosen, but she was grateful
for the honor.
"I think students choose us
because we have an awesome
jukebox, we have a great lay

out, a big island where you can
fit a lot of friends and we have
a really large selection of
drinks," Wireman said. "It's
just a really fun time."
She said although they don't
offer any specific specials for
. 21st birthday patrons, Nick's
offers a few drinks that are
crowd favorites.
"If someone's wanting to be
really mean to a first time
drinker they usually buy a
three wise men shot, because
it's really strong," Wireman
said. "Mostly though they buy
a lot of long island ice teas
because that's our specialty."
Taylor Crawford, junior from
Owensboro, Ky.. said she
choose Nick's for her 21st
birthday because of the atmosphere.
"I went to Nick's on my 21st
because it was a place where

everyone could go," Crawford
said. "I have a lot of friends
who are still under 21 and I
wanted everyone to come and
celebrate. Nick's is just a place
you get to eat, drink and just
hang out. It's better than a
crowded, smoky bar. It's a
place where you can just chill."

-Alaina Zanin

Kristen M1ller/The New~

BEST PLACE TO WATCH A MOVIE What's your favorite movie?
Cheri Theatre
Murray's first movie theatre opened in 1967
and after 42 years has grown from a singlescreen establishment to the ''Best Place to
Watch a Movie" in Murray.
Chris Hopkins, general manager of Cheri
Theatre, said there are several reasons why
Murray State students may have given it this
title.
"Hopefully students think we play good
movies, but we've always been complimented
on the friendliness of our staff and the cleanliness of the theatre," Hopkins said.
Hopkins, whose father owns the theatre, has
worked at Cheri for 19 years.
"My uncle built it in 1967, and took the name
from a theatre somewhere in Alabama that was
closing," be said. "Today we have seven screens
and show eight to nine movies at a time."
Kelsey Sykes, junior from Murray, said she
definitely recommends Cheri to other students.
"I'm from Murray so I've been using the
Cheri for a long time," she said "It bas been
around for a long time, so it's kind of historic
for Murray."
Along with the nice facilities, Sykes has other

reasons for enjoying Cheri, she said.
..The student discount during the week is
really cool and I know it's super cheap to go to
a matinee on the weekends," she said.
The student discount gives Murray State students with a Racercard the same price as a
child's ticket from Monday through Thursday.
The box office opens Monday through
Thursday at 6:15 p.m., Friday at S p.m. and
Saturday and Sunday at 12:15 p.m.

'"Borat' is my favorite movie."
Ron Beaton • Kennetl Mo.
senior

'"Dangerous liaisons,' starring
Glen Close. John Malkavich and
Michelle Pfiffer, as well as Uma
Thurman in the 1989 classic."
Robert Tokosh • Pleasureville, Ky.,
graduate student

-Mia Walters
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"We've been chosen as one of the
""101 MUS'I'P{aces to Shop" in Xentucky.
"We've been honoree£ as a :featurec£ 1tetai{er by
""(iifts ana 1Jecorative ~ccessories.,
"We've even hac£ a 'Vera 'Brac£Cey pattern namec£
,,
vtn t aee ro
~ose
...
""'\T~

1Jut our proud:est moment is now!
We are so excited: to be enos en
ff~est {iijt 1Joutique" by
Murray State Stud:entsl
'I'nank you!

"'~{{ eooc£ thines

come from Yintaee 1tose!,,
- 303 N 12th St. • :M.urray
270-759-2100 • vintagerose.com
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BEST PLACE TO HAVE A GUYS' NIGHT OUT
Big Apple Cafe
The Big Apple's Cafe's legacy for
timeless nights out with the guys distinguishes itself as one of the best
places in Murray for a guy's night out.
R3.ndy Bleeper, senior from Kansas
City, Mo., said he and his friends frequent The Apple for the exciting
ways the cafe offers patrons to socialize with peers.
While every bar offers certain
strengths distinguishing it from others, Bleeper said The Apple offers a
comfortable atmosphere for patrons
to enjoy time away from the classroom.
"I guess every bar has its own
peaks,'' Bleeper said. "In the case of
The Apple, I guess the best way to
enjoy it with a group of guys going up
there getting ridiculous.
''rd say one of my most interesting
memories of The Apple happened
during one of the last days of school
last year, when I danced with a 60year-old lady."
Kaycee Cooper, co-owner of The
Big Apple Cafe with Boone

Chambers, can recall her own memo·
ries of The Apple's appeal and longstanding ability to entertain Murray
State students looking for exciting
ways to unwind.
"I remember going south for music
nights as a student and standing outside waiting for people to get in,"
Cooper said. ''You made good friends
with people down there pretty fast
because you were standing on top of
each other."
Cooper attributes much of The
Apple's success to a commitment to
preserve the atmosphere which drew
Murray State students south to the
cafe's frrst home in Puryear, Tenn. At
it's original location, Cooper said the
restaurant's founders drew in crowds
to what amounted to little more than
a bar which also hosted live bands.
Today, Cooper and co-owner Boone
Chambers continue to witness The
Apple's development into something
much larger than its former PUryear
self. With a restaurant area for families, and DJ nights for guests 18 and

lauren Bell/The Ne<.vs

up, The Apple can host much more
than guys' nights out.
Said Cooper: "A lot of our local customers are people that went to college at Murray State and hung out at

T he Apple as students, stayed in the
area, got married, had kids and now
bring their families here."
-Clayton Vertrees

UNIQUE M EXICAN FOOD • CAJUN SPECIALS
D ELI S ANDWICHES • BBQ • SOUPS
B EST SALADS IN TowN
B URGERS & F RIES • G REAT D ESSERTS

••••••••••••••••••
F ULL BAR

HAPPY HOUR
P ABST B LUE RmBON

3-6 P.M.
$1 MON.- W ED .

••••••••••••••••••

L UNCH SPECIALS • N ON-S MOKING AVAILABLE
PRIVATE R OOMS FOR MEETINGS/PARTIES
EXPANDED D ECK • CORNHOLE

Corner of lOth & Arcadia • 270-759-8866 • Behind Cheri Theatres
BIG APPLEMURRAY.COM
•.
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BEST JUKEBOX
Vitello's
Looking for some good music and a
place to chill? According to Murray
State students, Vitello's is the place
for that.
Murray State students placed their
votes and Vitello's won the title as the
place to go for the best jukebox.
Jessy Hamilton, junior from
Maysville, Ky., said she frequently
goes to Vitello's and loves their juke-

over any other place in Murray
because they have a wide variety of
music including new stuff for the
younger crowd," Pinkston said.
Take a break from the stresses of
class and enjoy a wide variety of
music from the best jukebox in town.

box.

Hamilton said the only other jukebox she has to compare with Vitello's
is the one at Nick's Sports Bar & Grill,
and she said she prefers Vitello's.
"Vitello's restaurant's jukebox
always has the newest music that
everybody likes and I agree that their
jukebox is better than Nick's jukebox," Hamilton said.
Darrick Pinkston, a senior from
Henderson, Ky., is not a frequent visitor of Vitello's restaurant but said he
does like their jukebox.
"When I do go to Vitello's restaurant and live music isn't being performed, I would suggest their jukebox

-Jessica Perez

808 Chestnut St.
270-761-3737

Kristen MillerfThe News

MAMA NANCY'S CABS
PAY NOW OR PAY LATER, JUST
BE SAFE, LEAVE THE DRIVING TO ME!

(with Saunali.te NIR technology)
Reduce body f atl NIR light stimulates the mitochondria (the power
source of the cells) to produce more ATP (energy currency of the cells),
therefore, increasing the amount of calories burned and reducing body
fat 2x - 4x as fast as exercise alone.
lncreaae energy and booat metaboliaml NIR activates the color
sensitive chemicals in the cells to depths of 23 em stimulating the
energy processes in the cells.
Reduce cellulite! Cellulite is the product of trapped fat and toxins due
to a poor circulatory system and visible by weakened connective tissue.
Cellulite is reduced and the surrounding tissue is rebuilt to produce a
more firm dimple free skin tQfUI.
Rejuvenate akinl Infrared induces both collagen and elastin production, which increases the elasticity of skin, resulting in younger looking,
more beautiful skin.
Detoxify the bodyl Increased blood circulation stimulates the body's
natural cleansing process, releasing built up toxins and waste. W ith
infra-therapy your blood is brought to the surface of the skin and helps
oxidize
the melanin in the skin.
"-

..

2 70-227-4888
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
24 HOURS A DAY
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Reseroe your room
for this FaU today.

1700 Lowe's Drive
270-759-3003
myownapartment.com

Rooms are filling fast!
THE

CIIASE
AT Ill U RRAY

Affordable ~
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Includes:
• New tanning dome • New fitness center
• Swimming pool • Tennis court • Private bathrooms
• Washers and dryers
• All-inclusive rent to include lntemet, Cable and electric allowance.
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